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Roswell. New Mexico. May 80, 1904, Observing and Well I sted
Editor .New Mexican
zen Finds Steady
I
have noticed the following clip
and Advancement
ere
ping in the columns of the New Mexican, which reads:
"The reclamation service of the
were held early.
trict conventions
BELT
Geological Survey should remember ARTESIAN
William J. Bryan, to whom everybody
that New .Mexico is a great country
STRONG ENDORSEMENT looked as the central figure of the conin size and that there are several
vention did not arrive till noon. ForEXTENDING
of the Territory that should be
mer Supreme
Justice Sullivan anconsidered when it conies to an inBy Governor Otero, Delegate Rodey, nounced that his recent endorsement
for
the
vice
vestigation of sites for reservoir pur- One Well South of Artesia Has Minimum
nomination
by
presidential
Natianel Committeeman Luna and
acposes: so far the consideration
the party in Nebraska was unauthorizFlow of 2,400 Gallons Per Minute
Other Territorial Republicans
corded the Territory by the reclamaed and stated he would withdraw his
Great Orchard Country
tion service seems to be somewhat
name should il be presented to the
Landed the Plum.
What is the matter with
con vention.
A
London, June
The convention is hardly expected
special from Six hundred junk loads of supplies, looking after the great Rio Grande
B. G. WiNon of Las Vegas, who is
Special 1;o the New Mexican.
to divide onany question, the contest Rome says that a telegram received mostly beans and grain purchased at Valley in this respect."
territorial
manager of the Continental
l
June
President; being for delegates at large, three of there from Tukio says that General New ChWang, were shipped to Liao
Washington,
The facts will hardly justify the Oil Company) and well acquainted with
Roosevelt today appointed Edward A. whom.
Bryan. C. J. Smith and YV. H. KurOkl has completely defeated Gen- Vang yesterday. The Russians were criticism made in this article. As pres local conditions as well as being a
Mann of Las Cruces. to be associate
All compelled to pay four times the prices ident of the irrigation commission.
keen observer, was in town yesterday
Thompson of Grand Island, the last era! Kuropatkin near Sninet" o.
justice of the Territorial Supreme Democratic candidate for Governor, the Russian positions easi of Hai demanded a month ago.
think it proper to put you right and to on business. To a
representative of
Court under the provisions of the re- were
advise yon of just what the facts are the New Mexican he said:
settled before the Cheng have been abandoned. Accord"1 have reGrim Want in Corea.
practically
cent Jaw of Congress establishing the convention was called to order.
under the operations of the reclama- cently made an extended visit to the
ing to the telegram, several guns were
The
Russian
June
bands
Seoul,
office and another judicial district for
taken and whole squadrons of Costion service id' the federal government counties of Chaves anil Eddy in the
scattered throughout the Ham Heur.g in
New Mexico. Next to Mr. Maun but
this Territory. The largest and southeastern pari, of this
sacks captured, it is possibl" that this
are encountering great
Territory, f
one other name was seriously consid- MILES CAN HAVE NOMINAnews refers to the light in k ri ported in provinces
most completely equipped force of men found gratifying and substantial addifficulties.
The
country was put into the Rio Grande
ered aini that was A. C. Campbell of
last night's Associated Press "im Liao side is
Valley vancement and progress in that secilly supplied with food and fol- work at
.Roswell. now an assistant attorney in
Butte and south. In tion. This is due to two causes, first,
TION OF PROHIBITIONISTS Vang and St. Petersburg, liftese did
Elephant
oi'
to
the
bad
the
past
crops
the law branch of the department of
work had been to the
not indicate a general engagement but iage, owing
large amount, of water for irritwo years. Since the first Russian fore any substantial
the interi r. Mr. Mann's appointment
else in the Territory. gation, developed by the excellent resshowed that sharp engagements had
done
anywhere
no
rail
there
has
Yen
been
He
at
trade
Identifies
Himself
With
was largely due to the endorsement Providing
taken place east of Simatsi
lasting San and Song Jin and consequently no That force of men has been for more ervoir and ditch systems there and alThat Party Casting About for a
given him by Governor Otero, Delegate
from the morning of .May 27 until daythan a year and is now at work in the so obtained front artesian wells: the
of food stuffs.
Candidate.
on May 3d, which resulted in se- importation
Rofley, .National Committeeman Sololower
Rio Grande. An investigation is second reason can easily be found in
light
Russian movements in Corea caused
Chicago, June 1 Oliver W. Stewart, vere losses on both sides and the remon Luna and the territorial Republialso being made of the White Rock the thrlftiness, energy and go ahead
are
and
they
Mr. Mann's charac- chairman of the national prohibition tirement of (he Russians upon Simatsi. widespread starvation
can organization.
Canon proposition 3" miles north of
there: I found
experiencing the same difficulties Albuquerque in Rio Grande Valley. The spirit of the people
ter and ability were also fully endorsed committee said today: ''General Miles The latter place is :!5 miles north of now
to be possessed alik
these
attributes
in
food
for
themselves.
be
would
without
doubt
nominated
- and
getting
by
by judfit
lawyers from his old
San Juan water shed has also been ex by old settlers and new comers, by
Feng Wang Cheng.
liome in Nebraska and Kansas and the Prohibitionists at Indianapolis on Russians Gloomy and Refuse to Talk.
Battleship Fugi Aground.
made those who had lived there for 25 years
amined and a recommendation
St. Petersburg. June
An uncon- for
who hare known him since childhood. June 29, if he were known to be idenTien Tsin, June 1 A couriei who
survey. A party is now at work and those who have come within the
Howtified
with
Prohibition
the
firmed rumor from Mukden says that on the reservoir
party.
The Newt Through the Associated
arrived from New Chwang says:
proposition above Las last 20 months and that in a marked
ever he has made no statement that
is
Press.
battleship Fuji
An investigation has also been degree.
"While it is known that the Rus the Japanese
Vegas.
with the Pro- sians received
on the reef off the Miao Tao made of Red
Washington, June 1 After a con- he intends to
River, the Cimarron and
reports from Mukden aground
"Roswell has three national banks
ference with the President. Attorney hibition party but has suggested that last night giving the losses sustained islands between the Kwan Tung and the Canadian looking to the storage of and many extensive business establishwe
our
till
convention
after
Shan
postpone
the
where
of
a
General ilnox announced
Tung promontories
number
water on the Canadian or some of its ments. Carlsbad is one of the prettiest
by them during the fights at Kin Chou
appointments including Edward A. the Democratic convention on the and at Nan Shan Hill and the condi- it is being guarded by torpedo boats. tributaries above Tucumcari for the places I have ever been in and is growMann of Las Cruces, New Mexico, to ground that possibly the Democrats tions prevailing, they will not talk on
purpose of irrigating, if possible, the ing steadily. Joice. Pruit and ComJapanese Losses.
be an associate justice of the New Mex- may take such action as will make a the subject. The officers are desperLiao Yang, Monday, May 30 The Tucumcari country. All of these inves- pany have very extensive wholesale
unico Supreme Court. This is a new nomination by the Prohibitionists
ately gloomy. A press bulletin, giving Japanese lost 20b killed and a number tigations have been brought about by and retail mercantile establishments
is
This
unsatisfacnecessary.
wholly
of
session
the
last
news of the fighting on the Kwang of horses in the fight at Vegen Fuchu recommendations made to the depart- in Roswell. in Artesia and in Carlsbad..
position created by
The appointment was rec- tory to the rank and file of the Prohibi- Tung peninsula with European com- today. The Russians opened fire at 8 ment of the interior by the commission Artesia is but a year old. and already
Congress
ommended by the Republican organi- tion party and it has settled the con- ments on the victory of the Japanese o'clock in the morning and after a two of irrigation of New Mexico. That com- contains over BOO people. A national
viction of the most thoughtful Prohi- was
sation of New Mexico.
suppressed on its arrival at New and a half hours fight at long range, mission has endeavored to bring to the bank has been organized and a hand
bitionists that we must look elsewhere Chwang
but was released when the the Japanese under General Akkiama attention of the reclamation service of some building for it is in progress of
for our candidate."
Russians learned that two copi s of it charged. The Russian batteries open- the federal government all sections of construction. Joice, Pruit' am! ComPROPOSED TO INCREASE
were in the possession of Engl? hmen ed fire and soon compelled the enemy the Territory and to equalize and dis- pany hove aiso commenced the buildtribute in the Territory as much as ing of fine and large business blocks
iple to retire.
and were being shown ta other
PER CAPITA TAX DEMOCRATIC CONVENpossible the benefits to be derived in Artesia and in Carlsbad.
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from what is known as the "reclama
"The development of the artesian
TION IN ATLANTA
tion act."
belt
and the successful drilling of wells
lie
Bado
in
lei
San
San
of
Miguel
Down
But the Point Was Voted
By
I am sure that more money has been is
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
going southward below Artesia and
There were objec.Miguel County.
Western Federation of Miners
The Hearst Element Said to Be Intions filed to the survey of the Santa spent by the reclamation service of the is moving towards Carlsbad. The disAssessments Preferred.
Not
But
fluential,
and the Refugio Colony grants. Geological Survey in the Rio Grande tance from Roswell to Carlsbad is
Strong
Enough
Teresa
1
The committee on
Order for Resurvey.
Denvei, June
in any other por about tie miles and there is every reato
Vote.
the
Carry
These
surveys are to be approved or Valley to date than
The Commissioner of the General
the affiliation of the Western Federain New Mex- son to believe that this stretch of
in
or
other
tion
valley
any
Ga., June 1 The Demo
Atlanta.
order lor the disapproved by the court.
tion of Mihers. and the American cratic state convention met
ico. Other recommendations have been country is within the artesian belt,
to Land Office has issued an
today
Roads
Public
Concerning
Regulations
Federation of Labor has completed its name
rasurveying of the western boundary
made by the commission of irrigation which will supply artesian wells with
on Forest Reserves.
delegates to the national conven- of
labors and its report is now in the
the Zuni reservation.
elewhich have not yet been examined but an unlimited supply oi water tor irri
St. Louis. The Hearst
at
tion
The following circular has been
hands oi Secretary Haywood of the ment, while influential, it is said, is
Application for Survey.
will be a little later, by the reclama- gation and for stock purposes. The
of
Pecos
by
Superintendent
Western Federation of Miners. Hay- not
Hairing & Sorien. attorneys at law Forest Reserve
I trust that this will give well
1. B. Hanna from the tion service.
enough to have a decided
recently completed upon the deshave made applica
wood says the report will be consid- vote strong
a better idea of the work than you ert land entry of Mr. Heath a few
in the final results of the conven- of Tucson, Ariz.,
you
the
of
Interior:
Department
Garnett
Western
ered by 'he convention of the
tion for the survey of the
tion.
"In case of permit granted upon seem to have and to have indicated by miles south of Artesia is certainly a
Federation of Miners this afternoon.
Group. Central City Mining District, in
marvel. Its capacity has been proved
proper application filed by county com- the enclosed clipping.
The morning session of the convenGrant County.
Verv truly yours.
to be between 2',4bo and 3.000 gallons
or
authorized
other
missioners
duly
'
tion was taken up in the consideration
Statement Designating Trademarks.
SPEER INAUGURATED.
G. A. RICHARDSON,
water per minute and it aloue will
A statement of the Larned Creamery county officers for public wagon road President New Mexico Commission of of
of a proposition to increase the per
Mr. Heath's desert land entry
reserve
of
forest
supply
way
through
deright
was
The
tb:i.
of
Larned, Kan., designating
proposition
Company
capita
C40 acres with more water than is
Irrigation.
of
to
or
Denver
for
New
of
forest
The
Officials
Greater
lands,
occupy
authority
its trademark was today filed in the
feated by a majority of the delegates
needed for the successful irrigation of
reserve lands for public school purInducted in Their Offices With
office of the territorial secretary.
declaring themselves in favor of asthe
or
best of agricultural crops.
Due
for
like
suc
other
to
forwarded
the
privi
notice
poses,
public
and
Ceremony.
1901,
Public Survey Approved.
sessments, when 'necessary, rather
Denver, Colorado, June 1 Mayor
"Sheep and cattle in that section
The commissioner of the land office lege, the formality of agreement and cessful bidder as soon thereafter as
than an increase of the per capita tax.
Robert W. Sneer, Democrat, and the has approved the following public sur bond will not be required of them in practical, accompanied with a contract suffered greatly up to within a few
other city officials chosen at the first veys in New Mexico: T 16 and 17 S. R the execution of their official duties in providing for said resurvey and bond, weeks ago: since then some good rains
election under the new charter of 11 E, in Otero County and T 3 N, R 10 the case.
ACT OF DISAPPOINTED
which must be properly executed and have fallen in that section and the out
look for the remainder of the season
at E. in Valencia County. The plats were
Greater Denver were inaugurated
"Application, however, must be filed returned to this office immediately.
Several sheep
is
more encouraging.
comand
reliable
SEEKER noon today with public ceremonies at filed in the local land offices at Las in every instance, setting forth, after
Only responsible,
JFFICE
the manner of the regular form pre- petent surveyors will be employed, growers have been feeding their anithe Tabor Opera House.
Cruces and Santa Fe.
scribed in such cases, so far as it may who must execute their survey in per- mals on alfalfa for two or three months
Survey of Mineral Claims.
Prince Dolgoruky Made a Personal At- MILITIA ORDERED TO
be
the facts and needs of son and who will be required to give past and although this has been a
Surveyor General M. O. Llewellyn the applicable,
Count Lamsdorff Said to
tack
HANGING ROCK. has issued an order for the
particular case, and stipulating bond in double the estimated liability great expense, nevertheless it has
survey of
Be Insane.
full
June 1 Four com the
Columbus,
Ohio,
compliance with the forest re- of the contract. It will be required saved them many animals and has
in
Emperial mining claim, situated
St. Petersburg. June 1 The reports
were
rules and regulations.
serve
to
ordered
of
militia
that the resurvey herein described be proven beneficial to their interests.
today
panies
District. Socorro
ol an attack upon Lamsdorff. minister proceed to Hanging Rock near Iron-to- the Cooney Mining Mineral
is to be forwarded completed and returns made to this of- One sheepman informed me that he
This
application
to
Surveyor
Deputy
of foreign affairs, which grew last
on the Ohio River. Colonel A. C. County R. Brown of Silver City. The by the forest officer, with his recom- fice on or before September 30. 1904. has shipped and fed to his sheep
George
twelve carloads of alfalfa so far and
night into a rumor (later denied) of Thompson is in command.
therein, to the CommissionThe length of the line to be
claimants are Frank Lauderbaugh and mendation General
that it paid him to do so.
attempted assassination have foundaLand Office, who
er of the
The trouble at the furnaces in the Mrs. Ludisa E. Howard.
is twelve miles.
tion, as nearly as can be ascertained, Hanging Rock district is due to an at"The orchards around Roswell.
office
exercise
of
his
in
is
the
this
reserved
judgment,
may,
The
by
right
Amended Survey Called For.
on
in a personal attack committed
and Carlsbad, are certainly
same
and
the
to
waive
all
apto
the
of
the
and
the strik
bids,
permit
to reject any
places
supply
tempt
The commissioner general land of approve
Monday by Prince Dolgoruky, a disap- ers with
men, many of the fice has called upon the claimants of plicant to proceed without further for- technical defects, if the interest of marvelous to the beholder, who has
pointed office seeker. The Prince is latter being colored. For some days the Elberus lode claim, mineral survey malities in the case."
the government requires it, no con- come to New Mexico with the preconMexico-Arizonan opponent of Count Lamsdorff's pol- both sides have been heavily armed
New
of
of
Part
Bids
for
tracts will be binding on the part of ceived notion that this was a very arid
Survey
No. 1103. situated in the Apache Minin
icy and is said to have become in- and several collisions have occurred,
United States until approved by country and that nothing good
Boundary.
the
an
ing District. Sierra County for
be grown
can
and
cereals
sane thro-.igbrooding over his alleged but few casualties.
M.
O.
fruits,
land
grains
General
of
the
Llewellyn
commissioner
Surveyor
general
the
amended survey of that claim. Julius
here.
grievances. According to a story curhas issued a notice for sealed proposi- office.
Wild is the claimant.
rent here, the Prince met Count Lamsmeasurin
will
opfor
be
received
ST. AMANT WON THE DERBY.
tions
"Business in that section is increasrunning,
The
duplicate
proposals
Official Contract Awarded.
dorff in the street on Monday evening
and marking, according to law and ened at the time and place above ing and this I judge not only from perLondon, June 1 The race for the
feding
on
the
for
contract
The
repairs
and without warning struck him on Derby stakes of 6,500 sovereigns.
and bidders are invited to be sonal observations, but also from talks
instructions, the western boundary of
building has been officially award- the Zuni Indian Reservation, the same stated, at such
the head with his walking stick. The (about a mile and a half) at Epsom eral
meeting. Further in- and conversations with many of the
present
ed to F. P. Crichton for the sum of
Prince was promptly arrested.
the boundary line between Ari- formation will be furnished upon ap- business men and stock raisers as well
being
today was won by St. Amant.
the
contract
to
the
According
Mexico.
The bids will plication to the undersigned.
as trom the volume oi ousiuess uoue
work on the building must be complet- zona and New
m..
a.
to
to
o'clock
be
received
up
by the Continental Oil Company in
ed within 90 days after Mr. Crichton's
SITUATION UNCHANGED.
CLAIMS SETTLED BY LIFE
as folcoal oil. and gasoline in that part of
bond is accepted. The award was June : 9, 1904. The notice reads
DISPUTE OVER WATER RIGHTS New Mexico. The boom estimates of
lows
INSURANCE COMPANIES made
of
by the supervising architect
Notice is hereby given that sealed
population are fallacious and greatly
In the Illinois Gubernatorial Fight
the treasury and came through U. S.
will be re- Between Members cf El Llano Ditch exaggerated but that there is a conin
in
a
Get
Mexico
New
to
Lowden
Comes
For
duplicate,
proposals,
Planned
MorBy
L.
A.
Large
Internal Revenue Collector
Coup
ceived at this office, up to 10 o'clock a.
stant and steady influx and a natural
Share Some of the Sums Paid in
Some of the Yates Votes.
Company in New Mexico and Colorison.
For.
m.. June 9th, 1904. for running, measDifferent Cities of the Terrado
Prayed
growth is a fact, although I consider
Re1
Injunction
Before
the
June
Entries.
Homestead
Springfield,
law
to
and
to be cf moderate dimensions
such
according
marking
to
uring
an
for
ritory.
An
convention
convened
entries
injunction
The following homestead
application
publican state
bounwestern
the
and
instructions,
only."
David
Duran.
The amount of claims paid by the were today filed in the United States
restrain Jose Damian
this morning there was no definite
of the Zuni Indian Reservation, Romero. Dionicio Tru.iillo. Luis Romeprospect of an end to the gubernatorial life insurance companies in the states land office: No. 7925. Winifred T. dary
bewere
NE the same being the boundary line
made and territories of the United States Graney of Colmor for the SW
ro. Juan Casaos and Bazilio Gonzales, all the water they can use. Therefore
Predictions
deadlock.
exS
NW
all residents of Rio Arriba County some of the members of the corpora
section 24. tween Arizona and New Mexico and
NW
that Lowden would make an assault on and Canada in 1903 foots up into the
tending from the 136th to the 148th from interfering with the prior rights tion living below the defendants in Rio
the Yates column in the hope of get- hundreds of millions. In New Mexico T 23 N, R 21 E, 160 acres of land in mile
stones, such line being a resur- of the members of the El Llano Ditch Arriba County and in Conejos County.
ting at least 100 Yates delegates in claims amounting to $365,629 were Mora County.
No. 7926. Santos Samosa of Cuervo, vey of the arid territorial boundary Company in Colorado, was filed this Colorado, do not receive nearly the
the belief that he would then get paid, the highest sum being paid to the
line.
heirs of Bernard Seligman of Philadel for NW
NE
NW
N
morning in the District Court for Rio amount of water due them. There
enough other votes to nominate himSaid bids must state a per diem rate Arriba County by the El Llano Ditch fore,
NW
and Deneen men de- phia, but formerly of this city, $22.-59- SW
section 14. T 8 N. R
self. Mr.
they petitioned for an injunction
In Clayton the estate of Max 24 E. 160 acres of land in Leonard including all expenses (field work, pay Comnanv. a corporation organized un- - to restrain the defendants from interclare such an attempted coup will fail.
of assistants, subsistence, transporta- 'der tne laws of xew Mexico, through
The Lowden boomers were the most Weil received $12,500 and in Albuquer Wood County.
fering with the prior rights of those
and the preparation of the field its attorney N. B. Laughlin. The plain- members
of the corporation who live
que tbe Edward Rosenwald estate
active and vociferous on the ground.
U. S. Court of Private Land Claims. Ition
corner monuments, etc.) for a tiff company has its headquarters in in Colorado. The petition asks that
The sixty second ballot taken today was paid $14,000. The following are
The clerk of the Court of Private motes,
the defendants be ordered to appear
showed no material change. A resolu- some of the figures of sums paid in dif- Land Claims has received from the given number of days, the total but Colorado.
tion for a secret ballot was then of- ferent towns of the Territory: Albu commissioner of the land office for pre- not to exceed the sum of $600.
The El Llano ditch is taken out of here on June 16 and show cause why
Proposals may be left at this office, Los Pinos River in Rio Arriba County the injunction should not be granted
fered. A Yates man moved its refer- querque $64,000; Carlsbad $11,253: sentation to the court at its next sit
ence to the committee on resolutions Clayton $13,640: Las Cruces $16,662; ting on June 14, the plats, fields notes or enclosed in an envelope and for- and ends in Conejos County. Colorado. according to the petition. The El
and a Deneen man seconded the mo- Las Vegas $29,385: Raton $16,500; and other papers of the survey of the warded by mail.
The defendants live near the point Llano ditch of Rio Arriba County was
tion. The resolution was referred by a Roswell $5,100; Watrous $11,645; San- Santa Teresa and Refugio Colony Bids for the resurvey described in where the ditch is taken from the riv- constructed in 1855 by the ancestors of
ta Fe $3,207.
vote of 1,224 to 278.
grants, both in Dona Ana County and this notice will be opened on June 9, er and consider themselves entitled to the present owners.
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Nearly all
of the 1,089 delegates to the Demonounced by Attorney
cratic state convention arrived on
General Knox.
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DELEGATO THE NEW MEXICO
TION TO THE CHICAGO

PiEXICBI

CONVENTION.
said that the platform to be
MEXICAN
PRINT! NC adopted at the Republican national
THE NEW
COMPANY. PUBLISHERS.
convention in Chicago Is nearly writAdvise
ten. The people of this Territory hope
.tor and expect and indeed they demand of
WAX. FROST .
Suffering
the delegation toithaf convention from
ALTER
PA II A. F.
Women
stand
its
members
lhis
Strongly,
that
Territory
Associate Editor
a plank
and
for
insist
up.
upon
fight
to
Doctor
Take
CHARLES
TAUITEi'.. . .Manager
declaring unequivocally and strongly
Pierce's Favorite
for single statehood within present terUter at ritorial
Entered as Second Class
limits. It is well established
Prescription.
the Santa Fe Postofflce.
that not only does a majority of the
advice comes
This
a
New
also
of
but
Mexico,
from a woman who had
Tbe New Mexican is the oldest Republicans
of the entire people irrespecmajority
suffered all the miseries
newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent tive of
desires single statehood
women can suffer from
to every postofflce in the Territory, and no politics,
combination with Arizona. The
disease, and had been
anu lias a larg and growing circula- six
delegates who will represent the
perfectly and permation among the intelligent and pro- Sunshine
at the Chicago ReTerritory
nently cured by the use
of
Southwest.
the
of Dr. Pierce's Favorite
gressive people
publican gathering are expected to do
Prescription.
their duty to the people and to the
This great medicine
who elected them, and stand by
party
SUBSCRIPTION.
OF
for
women establishes
RATES
dries weak25 their colors and defend the interests of
regularity,
Daily, per week, by carrier
this commonwealth!
If they must go
ening drains, heals intHily, per month, by carrier ....$1 00 down and are beaten in the
committee
flammation and ulcera75
ra:'.: per month, by mail
and cures female
on resolutions by a majority, let them
tion
7
50
Dally, one year by mail
weakness.
without
with
colors
down
go
flying
4 00
Daily, six months, by mail
Read Mrs. Kenipson's
in because some
2 00 truckling and giving
letter and, if you are
Daily, three months, by mail
to.
outside
them
influence
wanted
2 00
sick, follow her advice.
Weekly, per year
the pregnant
been quite a time since
1 00 They should not bend
"Although it has Mr?.
Weekly, six months
U.
some
because
Fred Kempsou, of
knee
of
their
I wrote you," says
75 hinges
Co., Mich., Box 57,
Weekly, per quarter
Hillsdale
Cambria,
S. Senator tells them that he wants
a
is
25
"still vourname
blessing iu our house,
Weekly, per month
them to. They should stand up and
am! I think it ray duty to let you know
that I am still enjoying good health,
fight, and they will have respect, good
thanks to vou and your Favorite Prehow I was five
will and admiration of the people
scription.' When I think
ago, and then see how I am now, I
years
of
because
deserve
this
y
Territory,
they
UAggt
say. God bless Dr. Pierce's works, anil
'such. Naturally
the majority must
may lie live long to help poor suffering
women.
have never had any return of
and will rule, but that is no reason
my weakness and am well and hearty.
Can do all my own work without any
why a gallant and energetic
fight
saved me from the grave when
pain. Youfailed.
DELINQUENT TAX SUITS IN SAN- should not be made by these delegates
I advise suffering women
all others
for a. single statehood plank in the ReTA FE COUNTY.
strongly, to take Dr. Pierce's Favorite Preit will cure in all
as
I
know
scription,
Four or five years ago. many suits publican national platform.
cases, if indeed there is a cure.''
taxes were brought
for delinquent
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are
Democratic newspapers and bosses
an excellent laxative, suited to the
against property owners by the then
use of delicate women.
district attorney of this county. Some announced a few weeks ago that the
of these suits have been disposed of shipment of gold to Europe to pay the
States
and others are hanging fire. The at- $40,000,000 by the United
torney who brought the suits is still for the Panama Canal Company's
It is no wonder that France is friendin charge of the cases. A large num- shares would shake the financial mon- ly to flussia. The people of that reber of taxpayers and property owners ey markets of this country to the very public have 1,500,000,000 franks invest'
have bottom foundations and would bring ed in Russian bonds.
who pay their taxes promptly
called the attention of this paper to about a great panic. The canal share-this fact and desire to know why suits have been paid for and neither panics
Deafness Cannot be ured
pending and in which no judgments nor financial disasters have occurred.
have as yet been obtained are not These Democratic political prophets by local applications, as they can not reach
brought to an end. They believe that are not near as good in foretelling the the diseased portion oi' The ear, There is only
one way ro cure deafness ami that is by
such would be but proper, just and future as they think they are. Peo- constitutional
remedies. Deainess is caused
right, and that all should be treated ple have lost confidence In them and by an inflamed condition of the mucous )in
inff
Kustachian
Tube. When this tube
of
the
of
and
that,
facts
these
right. Experience
alike; that
delinquent taxpayers
is inflamed you haye a rumbling; sound or
should be compelled to pay the levies are proving conclusively that they are imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
Deafness is the result, and unless the
upon the property they own and to not entitled to consideration and that closed
inflammation can be taken out anil this tune
bear a just share of the burden of gov- their assertions are generally without restorer! to its not 'mat condition, hearing will
he destroyed forever; nine eases out of ten
ernment along with the honest and foundation.
arc caused by ( 'atarrh which is nothing1 but
owners
who
an inflamed co dition of the mucous surfaces.
public spirited property
We v. ill give One Hundred Dollars for any
The law provides that all tax returns case
pay their taxes promptly and as reof Deafness (caused by catarrh.l that
quired by law. There is much justice and property schedules should contain cannot he cured by Hall s ( atarrh Cure
free.
and equity in these complaints, and the a correct description of all real estate Send for circulars
V. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
New Mexican calls the attention of the returned for taxation. This provision
Take Hall's Fami-- Pills for constipation
proper authorities to this matter. It of the law is very important and it
is certainly an injustice and an injury should be carefully and promptly enGOLD IN THE BLACK HILLS.
not only to the county, but also to all forced by assessors and by boards of
The Burlington Route has recently
those property owners and citizens county commissioners. If means much
booklet bearing the
who are prompt and honest in meet- In the collection of delinquent taxes. issued a
in the Black
ing the obligations imposed upon them Where there are faulty real estate de- title "Mines and Mining
by the territorial tax laws. Some of scriptions, taxes can be avoided for a Hills."
The book is one which should be
the eases in point, this paper under- long time to come and much trouble
stands, were brought nearly five years can be made for the collector who read by every mining man in Colo
ago. This is a very long time wherein seeks to enforce the law and to collect rado. It gives more information about
the mines of the Black Hills than has
to have pending simple tax cases with- taxes under delinquent tax suits.
ever before been placed between two
out getting final decision and judgThe political situation for the Re- covers. A copy will be mailed fre
ments. For the good of the commonwealth these cases should be promptly publicans in this territory is brighteni- on application to the undersigned.
The Black Hills need Colorado mat.
closed. The court is ready to hear ng. With good candidates and enerthem as soon as they are brought up getic work for the ticket, that party and money. Several of the shrewdest
ma- men in this state have. already investfor attention. Why this delay? It will elect at least three-fourthdoes no one any good except the per- jority in the Legislative Assembly and ed heavily in the Hills. The results
sons who should not receive any bene- officials in the majority of the counties, so far have been more than satisfac
fits from such inaction, but who on the besides giving its candidate for dele- tory. The completion of the BUi
new line to the Northwest brings
contrary should be punished for their gate a handsome lead. It looks now
as if wise and moderate
counsels the Black Hills within a night's ride
delinquencies.
would prevail and if they do the result of Denver. You can leave Denver toThe Moros in Mindanao are giving a is not at all in doubt, despite the har night and be in Deadwood or
good deal of trouble. They are bloody angues and editorial humbug in the City tomorrow afternoon.
assassins and cowardly murderers, Democratic yellow papers.
G. W. VALLERY,
and leniency is absolutely thrown away
Gen'l Agent, Burlington Route, Den
on them. The part of Mindanao which
That St. Petersburg correspondent is ver, Colo.
they Inhabit should be made "a howl- again sending out Associated Press
ing wilderness," and then there would dispatches telling an astonished world
Cloudcroft!
For handsome desbe peace. The people of the island of what General Kuropatkin will do when criptive literature and detailed inforSamar received a dose of this "howl- he has 400,000 or 500.000 men to oppose mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
ing wilderness" medicine applied to the Japanese and when the rainy sea- Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, Norththem by the troops under the gallant son In Manchuria is over. In the mean eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
Brigadier General Jacob H. Smith and time the Mikado's forces, land and sea,
this did them a, great deal of good. are scoring successes right along.
The New Mexican Printing Com
Genera! Smith's example might be fol- pany is headquarters for engraved
Mr.. Carnegie remarked recently that cards de visite in New Mexico. Get
lowed with great benefit and profit to
ail concerned in
Mindanao.
Wild he possession of wealth hurt some your work done here and yov will be
beasts like the Moros who kill inno- - people. That's right, Mr! The New pleased in every particular.
cent men, women., children and babies Mexican nevertheless knows quite a
Call on the New Mexican Printing
indiscriminately are certainly not en- number of people in this city and
titled to the least clemency or to an throughout the territory who are per- Company for engraved visiting cards.
iota of kindness, or a particle of de- fectly willing to be hurt that way.
U
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lias on hand a constant rxrppiy of
the finest bands of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Games.
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cent treatment,
It

that the National Guard
companies of the territory have not yet
received the new service uniforms
which the New Mexican understands
are ready for issue upon requisition on
the quartermaster's department by the
adjutant general of fhe territory. Rcis noticed

Wall Street says that it is not afraid
of President Roosevelt.
That, is very
nice. But who outside of Wall Street
cares a continental red cent? The operators there are after all getting to
be of less consequence yearly, month
ly and daily.

-

yolvers for the officers should also be
provided. They are entitled to them
under the law and the arms will be
furnished by the ordnance department
upon proper application. Every possi- ble effort should be made by the ad
jutant genera! to procure for the New
Mexico National Guard the latest and
best equipment and supplies. If such
are furnished and new, natty uniforms
provided', more interest will be taken,
more companies organized
and the
guard, will be placed in proper Condi
tion.

Vassar girls are becoming very

pro-

but were they to
know a little more about cooking and
housekeeping it would in the long run
be best, for the met who may be fortunate or unfortunate enough to marry
them.
in baseball

ficient,

The North Carolina phosphate beds
are said to yield diamonds in addition
to

fertilizing material.

It

is

better,

nowadays, to be born a North Carolina
with a
golden spoon in one's mouth.

fanner than to be born rich

Reports from Denver state that
Statistics show that the average
three out of every five votes cast in married
life among the "plain people"
in
the Queen is of twenty-sevethe municipal election
years duration.
City of the Plains recently, were fraud- Among the "400" in the several
large
ulent or dishonest. The frauds were cities of he
country it lasts only about
committed by the Democratic politi- twenty-sevemonths.
cians there and for the success of the
Dprriocrntir, eitv ticket. The DemoThe question of the day! When will
nt
Mpvipn An riot
Vr.fi,.
care to allude to this matter. Of course !the clt Board f Education take ac
for the sale of the tracts
tive
not!
n

Falmo Tablets
nerv-ou- s
transform weak, broken-down- ,
wrecks into magnificent types of
physical perfection.
They restore
die nerves and kidneys to their normal
conditions and make you look and
feel years younger.
Guaranteed. CO
cents. Book Free.

At Ireland's

BENJAMIN

Santa Fe,

ft$

M

Tor

w

st-p-

s

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste

Good, Do Good,

Taoc, N. M

H. LLEWELLYN,

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor General )
Attorney-at-Law- ,
'
Santa Fe

f THE ST. ELMO CLUB

m
Land and mining business a'
specialty!

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON, Props.
d Imported
Dealers in All Mimim if Wmmm ti

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the District and
jjreme uotirts. Prompt and ear.er'ul sj.
uii ousiness
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos
and San
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and Tobaccos

u

a.-c-

California Wines, Rhine Wines and Native Wines.
G. F. Heublein & Bro's. Cocktails all ready for use.
Avondale Club Whiskey. Silver Creek Whiskey.

EDWARD

C.

WADE,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in all the courts
"Mining cases and mineral
a specialty."

Family Trade a Specialty

LAS CRUCES,

FINE BAR, BILLIARD TABLES AND CLUB ROOMS.
No. 210 Don Gaspar Avenue
Telephone No.

patents?

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCr,
Attorney-at-La-

BCOWIflWffl
1
TbK'b

MOP

Renewal

and
Throughout

Cviaine

d

Hefui-mialM-

and

Service Unexcaii.

The Palace Hotel

Attorney-at-La-

Sample Booms for Commercial fflen.

ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building,
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

New Mexico

Santa Fe

w.

Practices in the Supreme and DintrltS
Court. Mining and Land Law a special

WILLIAM VAUGHN, PROP.

Lar

it

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices In the District Courts anfl
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreio
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.
A. B. RENEHAN,

Pal-- .

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY
Oustanding Assurance

Dec. 31. 1903 . Y
New Assurance Issued
in 1903

......

.

1903

.

.

.

.

73.718.350.93
381.226.035.53
307,871.897.50
73,354,138.03
34,949,672.27

.

.

JAMESjW. ALEXANDER, President.
JAMES H. HYDE,
EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,
Albuquerque, N. M.
A.
MRS. L.
HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M.
Vice-Presiden- t.

Not Luck But Results

COAL
That there is some difference
in wood.
Our wood is the best
to be had &. always at your call.

M ONE M O

W WNB

Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
& S.

F. Depot

IT ARID

Phone No8S

Fifle Wines, Liquors Cr Cigars
and Native Wines for Family Use.
our:JJDPOrted
Old Crow, McBrayer. Ouckenbeiioer
ann.iAi.TlKS
....... Rye.
..J
uu A .
wia joroan man Monogram, tiy.f WnwkiM.
m.

a

a

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

a m

a

aw

Civil Engineers

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Spetialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Stenography

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,
Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. IS.
Calls promptly answered.
Office

Phone

76.

Residence Phone

Taylor

SANTA FE, N. At.

151

Notary Public, Stenographer and Type

writer. Translations

From Spanish into EnJ.ish and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
Building. FRANCISCO DELGADO,

Santa Fe,

WHOLESALE AND RBTAII,

mum

HARRISON, D. D. 8.,
Drug Store.
On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

C. O.

Office: Over Fischer's

322.047,968.00

....

2-- 5

2

DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spit?' Jewelry
Store. South Side of Plaza.

$1,409,918,742.00

Income '
Assets Dec. 31. 1903 .
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities . ,
. .
Surplus
Paid Policy holders in

103

DENTISTS

OF THE UNITED STATES.
HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

s

Osteopath."
Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chrouJ
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
p. m. Phone 156
ni.,
N3,

P. F. HANLEY

Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c 50c Never
not necessary for school purposes in Never
.old in bulk. Tie genuine tablet
COO.
Guaranteed to cure or your money stamped
back.
the
Fort
When?
Marcy reservation?
The Socorro Chieftain remarks:
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N Y. sal
"The Republicans of Socorro' County
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
Great country this and growing!
will be thoroughly united this fall.
are over a million miles of tele- Then it shall be seen that the Demo-jTher- e
N'ew Mexican want find miscellanecratic hosts will "flee to the moiin- - grapn wires in use in the Lnited States
and they are being added to constantly. ous ads always bring good results.
tains, of Hepscdam."

Palace Avft

Attorney-at-Law-

OFFICE: Garfield Avenue, Near A. T.

-

N. M.

.
and Misses' Shoes.
Las Cruces, New Mexico
LEWIS A. CROSSETT, North Abington, Men's Fine District attorney for Dona Ana Oterq,
and Sierra Count
S5S TL,Una, District.
Guarantee with every pair.
Shoes.

n

nnr

READ,

.
E. T. REED & CO, Rochester, N. Y., Ladies' Fine Shoes Practice in Attorney-at-Lawall the Courts,
VENOR & MONTGOMERY, Rochester, N. Y., Children WILLIAM H.

CAPITAL COAL

The Bowels

Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN.

cw

HEADACHE
Best

M.

Office Sena Block.

ple with our fine

"Myfatherhad been sufferer from sickheadacne
for the last twenty-fiv- e
years and never found any
relief until ho began taking your Cnscarets. Since
he has begun taking Cascarets he has never had
the headache. They have entirely cured him.
Cascarets do what you recommend them to do. I
will give you the privilege of using his name."
E.M. Dickson, 1120 Resiner St., W.Indianapolis, Ind.

Ne

Attorney-at-Law- ,

That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo

Pharmacy.

Santa Fe

EUGENE A. FlSKE,
Attorney and Counselor at Lav.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice

1

;

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Phone '66,
Offices Griffin

ADOLPH SELIGMAN
Sole cAfcent

at Law.

Attorneys

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Offlc
in the Capitol.

E. Lacome, Proprietor

J

CAR3S.

N. M.

Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden."
Season June 18 to September 30, 1904.

First class short order meals at the

Bon Ton.

Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, Jane J, X904.

Sa-rt- a

TERRITORIAL

s. Lauira S. Webb,

L

of Women's

nt

-

lanaavMi

.1.!

ff

Democratic

Clubs of Northern Ohio,
I

HERE ARE MANY
sickly women be
tweon tho ajres of
4
and 55, but thCl'O are
vtrv lew luvfuidd over oo
uad CO years of ago. The
change of Ufa coming to
h
a woman near her
Mrs. Ltura
year, either makes
her an invalid or (fives
Iter a new lease on life. Those who
meet this change in ill health seldom live ten years afterward, while
a woman who lays aside the active
duties of womanhood in health
fails to live on in happiness,
years after she has passed CO. This
is truly a critical time.
Mrs. Laura 8. Webb, of Toledo,
Ohio, recognizes the change of life
as a dangerous period and she also
has faith in Wine of Cardui.
She
writes :
"As I had always been troubled more
or lens, at the menstrual period, I dreaded
forty-fourt-

Sol-do- n)

the change of life which was
fast approaching. While vis
iting with a friend I noticed
that she was taking your
Wine of Cardui, and she was
so enthusiastic about it that I
decided to try a bottle, 1 experienced some relief the first
month, so I kept on taking it
for three months and now I
S. Webb,
menstruate with no pain and
I shall take it off and on now
untii I have passed the climax. I do not
dread it now, as I am sure that your
Wine of Cardui will be of great benefit
at this time."

Wine of Cardui is the remedy to
a woman against tiie shock
that comes with the change of life.
It
healthy functions
after years of suffering. In doing
this it has saved thousands of sufferers just in time. Do not wait
until suffering is upon you. Thorough preparations should be made
in advance. Begin the Wine of
Cardui treatment today.
million suffering women
have found relief in

WINE of CARD VI

Wine

Cardui.

of

This is a

irenio
wkmW Town
M

and so is every other

M

town you can buy
the Cremo wherever
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LEONARD WOOD COUNTY.
The new bpttling works at Santa
Rosa, have been completed ami put in
and
Coleman
by John
operation
Charles Goldammer. Mr. Goldammer,
the manager of the works, is an ex
perienced man. in this work. TIk
maenwery i new and oi tne iai"sr

pattern.
The strike
San a Rosa
l

m
of the boilerrnakers
still continues
although

the places, of the strikers have partial
ly been filled. As yet, the strikers
have made no attempt
at violence.
They are closely watched by the local
officers who are keeping the town clear
idle men. indications point to a
lonj;' fight between the company and
the men.
An encounter between .fames Deg- nan. a union boilermaker of Santa Rosa
and a
who
boilermaker,
had taken the place of a striking work
man recently, resulted in Degnan's
fleeing from justice and at last beingapprehended and arrested. The fight
took place near the round house on the
railroad company s ground and was
quite uncalled for, Degnan made his
escape immediately after the assault
and was hidden in the house of friends
during mar day and in the evening
smuggled to Pintada, where he caught
the El Paso train. A $50 reward was
Offered for his capture and he was ar
rested later by Deputy Sheriff W. C.
Burnett at Pintada. He was tried
Sunday and sentenced to jail but was
allowed to leave town on promise of re
maining away.

THE GREATEST OF ALL TONICS,
A Spt kg Medicine that adds vizor
and strength to the system.'
v
purifies and enriches the Blood, and lays the foundations: for a
strong constitution and good health during the hot suit t y summer.
V?

M

Most everybody feels bad in the spring.

Some have no particular ailment but are just
and
out
worn
tired,
totally unfit for work or anything else that requires energy or effort.
around
of invalidism, irritable, peevish, hysterical and
They mope
upon the border-lan- d
unreasonable.
A good appetite in the spring is a rarity, and we sicken at the sight of food, or
thought
of eating, and what little we do eat is a burden to the stomach and a tax
upon the digestion.
Warm weather is sure to bring out the hidden poisons, germs and seeds of disease that
have been collecting in the blood and system durGen'Iemen
For over four years I suffered with
ing winter, and you may look for some old chronic
general debility, causing a thorough breaking
trouble to make its appearance. It is a time, too,
down of my system, so that I was unable to attend
to my household duties. I had tried other mediwhen boils and carbuncles, and pustular or scaly
cines, which did not relieve me. Soven years ago
skin eruptions like eczema and tetter, pay their
my cousin, who had been benefited by S. S. S.,
told me about it. I tried it and it cured me. I havo
annual visits and make life miserable by their
been able to attend to my household duties evgr
intense pains and intolerable itching and burning.
SAN JUAN COUNTY.
since, experiencing no inconvenience whatever;
A general
rain is reported to have
The fight for health should begin before any
in fact, I am able to work in the garden as well a3
fallen in San Juan County durmgwthf
my house.
warning symptoms of physical collapse are felt, or
past week.
I heartily recommend S. S. S. to all wh d may
S. Baker and W. T. Moore are mak
before the seeds of disease have time to germinate
feel
the need of a thoroughly good blood tonic,
ing brick at Flora Vista. They intend
sure they will be benefited thereby.
avoid
if
would
we
and
sickness
the
usual
;
feeling
spring
making about 100.000.
Yours truly,
Mr. Hunt bad a reservoir site sur
with S. S. S., the acknowledged king of blood
MRS. JOSIE A. BRITT.-UN- ,
veyed last week and one is now being
44 W, Ninth St., Columbia, Tenn.
purifiers and greatest of all tonics, you can put
surveyed for Mr. Morgan.
Judge Pendleton recently purchased
blood and system in such perfect condition
the Robert Collins homestead near your
Farmington for Pinkney H. Head, of and so strengthen the constitution that one may be as free from sickness and as vigorous and
Aztec.
the trying months of spring and depressing summer season as at an' other time.
The "Griffin 40" piece of land near strong during
S. S. S. not only builds you tip, but searches out and destroys any poisonous germs or
Aztec, was recently purchased by W
B. Garvin lately from Fort Wayne, In
impurities that may be lurking in the blood. The benefits derived from the tise of S. S. S.
diana, from the owners, Edward A
are permanent because it acts directly on the blood and purifies and cleanses it of all impure
Terrill and M. Reeves.
The Colorado Telephone Compau
g
fluid.
matter, leaving nothing to cause fermentation and deterioration of this
is putting in a telephone line this week
blood
and
tonic
In
one
that long experience and thor
to the Navaho Indian School by way
purifier
selecting your
get
spring
of Jewett and Harry Baldwin's. It' the
best.
S.
S.
S.
find
In
will
the
a
test
have
proven
you
remedy whose purifying proper
ough
telephone company would now connect
a
and
with the Blanco district all San Juan ties are unquestionable,
just such tonic as your system needs. Ask your druggist for
would be in connection with the out
S. there is nothing else just as good.
S.
S.
side world.
For the past 40 years we have had a standing offer of $1,000 for proof that S. S. S. con
The last meeting of the society of
this term was held by the San Juan
tains the least particle of any mineral whatever, and this offer is still open.
County Tteachers' Association recently
non-unio-
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Denver

HAVE YOU SEEN

Rio Grande, Rio Grande Western, Rie
Grande & Santa Fe and Rio Grande
&

Southern Railroads.

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Leadville.
tilenwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
Lake City, Ogden, Butte, Helena. San Francisco.
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
In Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE

ROUTE

To all Mountain Resorts
HT'.The Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enroute to the

rait

Pacific Coast

DENVER

ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK
LEADVILLE
OLENWOOD SPOS
OR AND JUNCT'N

DINING CARS

DRIVEN TO DESPERATION.
Living at an out of the way place.
remote from civilization a family is
often driven to desperation in case of
accident, resulting in burns, cuts.
wounds, ulcers, etc. Lay in a supply
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the
best on earth. 25c at Fischer Drug Co.
Beginning Just 1st the Denver &
Rio Grande names rates from Saiita
Fe as follows:
To Pueblo and return. $17.55.
To Colorado Springs and return.
$19.55.

sss

NATURE'S REMEDY
PURELY VEGETABLE

Food Is

Only Natural Medicine

Half the unhappiness of mankind arises from little stoppages, from a duct checked up, from indigestible
food pressing in the wrong place. For the prevention of this throw physic to the dogs eat foods, the
only natural medicines, that will regulate the bowels keep the outlets open.

PRICES

D

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

FOOD
will, if eaten daily, eliminate from the system the unsound elements introduced by a haphazard diet.

Palatable

Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat

Nutritious
My signature on
a vary package.

Prepared

Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.
A cook book containing 73 excellent receipts for using the Food mailed free to any address.
by PRICE CEREAL FOOD CO., Food Mills, BATTLE CREEK, MICH., Main Offioos, CHICA60.

To Denver and return. $22.55.
To Glenwood Springs and return,

Sued By His Doctor.
'A doctor here has sued me for
Limited to 30 days from date of sale.
I claimed was excessive
stop over privilege at and north of $12.50 which
Pueblo. Final limit October 31st. F. for a case of cholera morbus," says R.
White, of Coachella, Cal. "At the trial
H. McBride, agent.
he praised his medical skill and medicine. I asked him if it was not Cham
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
berlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea
The Mexican Central has recently Remedy he used as I had good reason
Twice as many Crescent bicycles as any
other have been bought annually for the
placed on sale tickets to New York and to believe it was, and he would not say
last six years.
return going via the Mexican Central under oath that it was not." No doc'
aBaaasssass.
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico: thence tor could use a be'ter
than
remedy
via the famous Ward Steamship Line this in a case of cholera morbus, it
WHY DOES THE NUMBER OF
to New York. The return will be by never fails. Sold by all druggists.
CRESCENT RIDERS INCREASE
rail over any line to El Paso. The enEACH YEAR
s
tire trip covering thousands of miles,
Notice for Publics ion.
Moro
Havana, Cuba, and its famous
(Homestead Entry No 4718.)
Crescent sales have increased steadily
Department of thk Imbkiok.
Castle. Newport and a dozen of the
year after year.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. May X 19 H.
largest cities of the United States,
Is
Notice
hereby given that the following
decan be made for $12?. 50. A more
uned etr.1er htn Hied notice of hia liitenti' n
You can answer these questions yourself
filial proof in supnori of his claim.
ro
oiuke
be
if you will come to our store and see a m
lightful trip cannot
planned as ?tor nifl Hat :iid pro.it ui lie
Crescent. Probably then wa will not T"
over privileges are allowed and the tic"ti re. Iniipwi
p;rister or Receiver at
'V lit", vis: Harry Wiley fur the n - i
need to ask
one
for
are
the e4. swl. lie1 e4 ue'-- t section
kets
gooit
year from
names rhe follow
date of sale. The trip includes the City p north, range 12 east. He
WHY DON'T YOU RIDE A CRESCENT
to proe hia continuous resiing witness
of Mexico, tne
'Paris of America."' lience
upon ami cultivation of itid land, viz:
M
N.
S
io
Bonif
of
Willis.
arks,
Wm
Further information can be secured bj
H. Arnold. Frank Emmerson nil of
addressing W. S. Mead. C. R. Hudson, Pecos. N. M.
Manuel R Otero. Reenter
general passenger agent, or W. D.
assistant
A
dinner
like
Murdock,
general passenger
your mother used to
E. S. AJiDEWS, 133 San Frarcisco
cook, at the Bon Ton.
agent.

$28.65.

THE POPULAR LINE TO

BETWEEN

In Aztec.
The closing session was a
very interesting and instructive one
and arrangements were made for the
opening meeting ot the association
next September.
Work is being pushed rapidly on two
private reservoir sites belonging to
Fisherdick and Smith of La Plata.
One reservoir is to cover an area of 2d
acres and the other about twelve
acres. W. L. Paddock, near Aztec, it
is rumored, will begin the construction
of a reservoir in the near future.
CHAVES COUNTY.
Quite an excitement was created in
one of the leading hotels of RosWeli,
one night last week when J. C. Xoell
of Hope began to walk up and down
the corridors, late in the stilly night
and mourned aloud that he had been
robbed. Noell had been visiting sev
eral thirst parlors early that evening
and had loitered at several faro games
so the clerk put down the robbery to
Noell's fertile imagination, and order
ed him, on pain of physical violence.
to go to bed. He went. The next morn
ing he was arrested and taken to jail.
still persisting in the statement that
he had been robbed of $150. William
Bulle was arrested on the charge of
stealing the money and lodged in jail.
Noell was then released.

AND
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FOB ALL HEADS

ESTABLISHED

!

LOWEST

SALMON & ABOUSLEMIN
'I
3ST
DRY GOODS ,A ID CLOTHIITG
PERSONAL MENTION

I

DIAMONDS

JEWELRY
Manufacturer of

LINK

A

JEXHI

WATCHES, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE. ETC.
ALi kimis oar designs
VBifree Fob Chains,
Filigree Neck Chains,

FlUGQEE JEWELIY

in

Filigree Souvenir Spoont,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card

Case,

Fresh Fruits in Season!

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N.
CUT

M.

FLOWERS A SPECIALTY Mm

;

DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

FLORAL DESIGNS
Telephone No.

12

f

j&

P.

O. Box 457

naaHr

Fashion flas Decreed
season.
Consult our grand display if you want to

be swell.
Also a fine line of patent leatherand other
nobby styles in shoes and Oxfords for the

particular dresser.

LOOK IN THE WINDOW AND SEE
The samples of Beautiful Hosiery !

MKOU'RY'S
$

'PHONE 148

CATRON BLOCK

Bulk and Package

Gardenf Trf?
Seeds
ItAK
tlllJ
A

mm

I" TTVTTCT

mmmu
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corporation for many years has been
appointed assistant to Mr. Schlacks.
The new general
manager is well
known in Santa Fe as he visited this
city several times while connected with
the Denver & Rio Grande management
from 1890 to 1900.
Carlos Baca, deputy sheriff of Valencia County, arrived in the city last
night from Lis Lunas and left today
via the Santa Fe Central for Tijique
on official business.
P. H. Hill man age of I. a LUZ, a
Spanish paper published at Angostura,
who, with his family has been visiting
relatives in the city, returned to his
home in Espanola today going overland.
Weather Observer Charles B. l.in- stationed at Denver.
ney, formerly
who is to relieve Observer R. M.
director of the territorial weath
er service for the past six years, here,
is expected to arrive from the Colorado capital this evening.
Dr. P. M. Carrington,
surgeon in
charge of the Marine Sanitarium for
Consumptives at Fort. Stanton. Lincoln County, has gout- to Washington,
D. C. Before returning he will attend
a convention of physicians at Atlantic
City, New Jersey.
Engineer A. G, Kennedy who returned from the southern part of the
Territory last Saturday and spent a
few days with his family, left this afternoon for the scene of his engineering investigations in Luna County. He
will be absent several weeks on this
trip.
Frederick Plomteaux. formerly of
this city, and who has just finished a
term of service as a trumpeter in
Troop A. Thirteenth U. S. Cavalry, in
the Philippine Islands, returned to the
Territory yesterday on his way to
Socorro County, where his father is in charge of a sheen ranch.

:

s

THE

w

m

CITY

:

FOR

i

Wire'Wound,!
Cotton Wound,
and Rubber.

SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES, WHEELBARROWS, ETC., ETC.
Headquarters for Ail Kinds of

SPORTING GOODS

1903

El Paso
arrive Torrance
3:25 p. m. Santa Fe Central train No.
2 will leave Torrance .1:30 p. m. arrive Santa Fe 8 p. m. Connection will
also be made at Torrance with all
trains to and from the east via the El
and Rock Island
all El
Systems,
System trains will carry Pullman
standard, wide vestibule equipment, a
standard and tourist, sleeper, also
chair car. These trains will also carry Rock Island System dining cars in
which ail meals, wiil be served.
Attention is also called to the fact
that the El
and

FINE GOODS

PHONE NO.

!

36

Rock Island systems are paying especial attention to World's Fair navel.
It has been arranged for their trains
to arrive in St. Louis in the morning
and theirs' is the only line from the
southwest which has its own station
at the World's Fair grounds, and passe
engers traveling via this line
the train at. the World's
and avoid the crowds and delay
at the Union Station,
For passenger rates and other information address or call on B. W. Rob-bingeneral passenger agent, Santa
Fe Central Railway, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
may-leavFail-gate-

terday in Albuquerque.
F. V. Stephens of Santa Cruz, is visiting friends in the city today.
.lose A. Ribera, a resident of Cochiti,
is a business visitor in the city today.
C. H. Winchester, of Elkhart, Indiana, spent the day in the city. He is
a tourist.
A. F. Freeman of Manchester, England, is seeing the sights in the Capital
City today.
San Francisco St.
Telephone 26.
.Mrs. C. C. Manning of Fort Defiance,
Arizona, is a visitor in the city. She
Is registered at the Claire.
Carlos Baca, sheriff of Valencia
County, arrived in the city last evening
G-EOCE- ES
He is here on official business.
3. R. Teasdale, traveling for a St.
Louis shoe firm, is in the city interviewing Santa Fe merchants today.
Most Rev. Archbishop Peter Bour-gadleft this afternoon for a visit of
several weeks to California points.
J, S. Scales of Albuquerque, representing a Chicago packing linn is
transacting business in the city today,
W. D. Lee, general manager of the
By Us
Day.
Santa Fe Central Railway, left for
Denver this morning on railroad busiFRESH VEGETABLES TWICE A WEEKi
ness.
Miss Eunice Maere of Chrystal, New
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY.
Mexico, arrived in the city yesterday
and will spend a few days visiting
friends.
Mrs. Thomas Hanna of Lamy. is
spending a few days with her parents,
We Have last Received Another Car of
in law, Mr. and Mrs. I. B, Hanna, on
Gi ant Avenue.
Sheriff H. C. Kinsell, accompanied
J. B. Farwell. chief engineer of the
by his wife, left today for Iowa. They Santa Fe Central
Railway, and George
will pay an extended visit to friends
left this
assistant
Saint,
engineer,
and relatives there.
for El Paso. From there they
morning
.Judge Daniel H. McMillan of So will go to Willard in a few days to
known commence a
corro, well and favorably
:
:
BOSS
preliminary survey for
$ J.50 for 50 lb. Sack
throughout. New Mexico, is visiting the the extension of the Santa Fe Central
Capital. He is registered at the Pal- Railway from Willard to El Paso.
for 501b. Sack
CRYSTAL PATENT :
ace.
Cards
of
the
marriage
announcing
Dr. Harry Hack, a Denver
dentist
Miss Bettie Barnes to Fred A. Carter
who has been making a tour of the
at
Nevada. Missouri, which is to take
Territory, spent last night and this
1
forenoon in the city. He left for Den- place June 5th, have been received by
friends
of
the
contracting parties in
ver this morning.
this city. Mr. Carter is the represent
Mrs. Wientge left yesterday for Al- ative of the Beacon
Paper Company of
buquerque for a few days' visit to her St. Louis and well and favorably
sister Mrs. Hase. On her return she known in this city and throughout New
will be accompanied by her mother Mexico.
Mrs. Anna Mugler.
Traveling Auditor C. V. Safford has
returned from Hillsboro, the county
seat of Sierra County, where he had
WHOLESALE
been inspecting the accounts of the
;
Schilling's Best
financial offices of that county.
and
tea
spices
Ignacio Sena returned today from
RETAIL
coffee
ioda
flavoring extract!
Glorieta where he has been teaching
the public school for the past year. He
DEALER IN
of good-enoug- h
quality at fair
reports that the attendance during the
term just closed was better than usual.
prices.
Richard Gutterman, Jr., son of RichAt your grocer's ;
ard Gutterman of this city, who has
been serving with the army in the
Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.
Philippine Islands, for the past three
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, N. M.
years, returned to his home yesterday.
Felix Grant and family arrived yesIinPORTfljn GHHHGE.
terday from a three months' visit to
friends and relatives in New York and
left this morning for their northern In
Passenger Schedule on the Santa
home. Mr. Grant is a merchant at
Fe Central Railway Daylight PasJ. S. CANDELARIO,
Tres Piedras.
Between
senger Service
301
and 303 San Francisco Street.
Juan Varela a merchant and school
Santa Fe and El Paso.
director of Glorieta, is in the city to4
day consulting with county superinThe Santa Fe Central Railway Com
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
tendent of schools, John V. Conway, pany will inaugurate effective June 5,
about business connected with the pub- J904, new passenger service between
lic school in that district.
Santa Fe and El Paso, in connection
SysJudge John R. McFie left last eve- with the El
The best place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian
ning for Las Cruces to attend the tem. This new service will be daily
Mexican Pottery, Relics from the Cliff
and
commencement exercises of the Col- and close connection will be made at
Dwellings, Indian Baskets, in fact all sorts of
El
lege of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts Torrance, New Mexico, with the
Curios of Indian and Mexican make can be
at Mesilla Park today. He is expected
System trains to
to return to the city tomorrow.
found at THE OLD CURIO STORE : : : i
and from El Paso and all points south,
Charles H. Schlacks the new vice east and west of El Paso.
Santa Fe Central train No 1 will
president and general manager of the
RAFFIA, REEDS, BEADS, for Indian Basketiy.
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, has as- leave Santa Fe daily at 6 o'clock a. m.
sumed the duties of his office with ana arrive at torrance, iu:z5 a. m.,
headquarters in the Equitable Build- leave Torrance 10:30 a. m. and arrive
BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
ing. Denver. J. B. Andrews, who has El Paso 6 p. m. El
BOX
340
0.
No.4
p.
will
been secretary to the president of the
train
SANTA FE. N. M
from
System
depart
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ARIAJVSAS STRAWBERRIES
Are Received
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Every
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BOSS PATENT and

CRYSTAL PATENT

That tan shoes shall take the lead this

m

Prince spent
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Miss Larch of Kennedy is a visitor

at the Sanitarium.

L. B.

HOUSE

PRICED

P. O. BOX 219

o. 108.

San Francisco St.

INCORPORATED

"The Japanese Squares and Rugs Are Beauties!"

All the new shapes are ready for yoar choosing.
We have a large line of White Felt Hats and Straw Hats.

249-25- 3

f

g

ART SQUARES,
RUGS,
CARPETS,
LINOLEUMS,
OIL CLOTHS,
SHADES, PORTIERRES,
ETC.
CURTAINS,

$2.50 to $3.50
$2.50 to $3.50 and $5.00

-

g

Invite you to inspect their new and complete line of

The Hat is the top off of good dressing.
smallest details.
Oar new Spring Hats have been selected with an eye to the
The handsomest Hats the best Hatters make are here.
-

1856

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.

A good dresser is as pernickety aboot his Hat as any
woman is abottt hers.

Spring Blocks in Stiff Hats
Spring Blocks in Soft Hats

i, 1904.

TJf
1

iuur

PATENT

$.40

LEO HERSCH . . .

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

means

baking-powde- r

.

money-back-

THE : OLD

:

CURIO

:

STORE
Prop.

t

Mexican and Indian Curios

n

at the Lowest Possible Prices

n

W. A. McKENZIE
Hardware Store.

;

Leads Tftem

IRELAND'S

All

FAMOUS ICE

CREAM SODA.

s

s,
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A. F. SPIE6ELBER6
226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets

and Other Gems.

BPEQALTY
To have the best of everything in the line.

the Summit

of Their Popularity This
Season, so You Might as
Well Be Buying Yours

NOW!
Beautiful Patterns Both White
and Fancy

at

$2.00

' ft

t Ik A Ml tH Zi. Tn f

'

J Jt J J

road had been running.
novties at No. of volume 1 of the Roy ObserPuzzle gamefi-lat- t
ver and Reporter published at Roy
Berleth's si and. front, of postofflce.
Mora County, bas reached the desk
W. II. Goebel advertises the Rambler
of the New Mexican. It is a four colissue.
oi
this
Bicycle on the third
umn, four page, weekly and is to be
E. Andrews advertises the Crescent published
partly in English ami partNew
Ricycles on the third page of the
Alexander S. Bnshke-vitly in Spanish.
.Mexican.
is the proprietor, editor and manA party of Santo Domingo Indians ager.
were in town today buying provisions
The daily flyer service on the Santa
and selling blankets.
Fe having been abandoned for the sumboiler in mer, there wiil be no arrival of mail
For Sale A second-hanfair condition: will be disposed of from the east at the postofflce during
cheaply; especially suitable for pump- the day, all eastern mail from today on
ing purposes.
arriving in the evening. Trains N'os.
and 7 from the east last evening, and
.Mr. and Mrs. P, F. Knight moved today into (he residence formerly occu- train Xo. 2 from the south and the
pied by Mr. and Mrs. Charles M, Stauf-fe- r west today were several hours late.
on Don Caspar Avemte.
The following deed was today filed
tin1 for record in
the office of Probate
Suit in attachment involving
sum of $340.68 was today Bled by John Clerk Celso Lopez: J. M. Breeden to
11. Williams vs. Charles Carter
and Harry B. Mottley a half interest in the
Fannie Carter in the District Court for Montezuma ruining location situated in
Santa Fe Canon. Consideration $500.
San Juan County.
TO LOAN Small sums of money The marriage license of David S. Low-itzk- i
and Miss Mary Levy, the marfrom $50 to $100 on real estate or apFor more riage occurring on .May .1. was also
proved collateral security.
particular information, apply at the filed for record.
The daily train service will be reNew Mexican office.
If you do not live in Las Vegas, do sumed on' the Santa Fe Central on Sunyour banking by mail. A savings bank day. The train for Torrance will
account will help you towards wealth leave here at 6 o'clock in the mornand prosperity just as it lias helped ing, arriving there at 10:25 a. m. It
will leave Torrance at 3:30 p. m. and
thousands of others.
will arrive here at s p. m. Mail for
(1. Lupe Herrera, the
well known
Fe Central points will after that
Santa
union cook, has leased the room next
close at 8:30 p. m., the evening
date
will
to Cartwright-DaviCompany, and
at the local postofflce.
open a first, class restaurant and lunch preceding,
Bids are wanted by the Santa Fe
counter about June 15.
Water and Light Company for the
The forest fires that have been raghauling of between twenty and thirty
in
Valles
the
west
Santa
of
Range,
ing
tons of water pipe from this city to AlFe. are plainly visible from Santa Fe.
The pipe is now ready.
An immense amount of timber is evi- buquerque.
The bids are to be addressed to Frank
dently being destroyed.
Owen, manager of the Santa Fe Water
The Woman's Hoard of Trade is and Light Company, Santa Fe. New
making extensive preparations for the Mexico. The companj desires to have
reception and dance to be given at the the hauling done as soon as possible.
Palace Hotel next Friday evening.
Pilar, the twelve year old daughter
They expect a large ai tendance.
of Probate Clerk and Mrs. Celso LoThe Singer Sewing Machine Com
pe, died at noon today after an illness
pany has moved into new quarters on of
about four weeks. The child was
San Francisco Street, consisting of
very
pretty and was greatly beloved.
one-hal- f
of the room formerly occupied
not only by her parents and relatives,
Union
of
Western
the
by
Telegraph
all who knew her, Mr. and Mrs.
but
JK

j

pa'

z

d

s

by

The following warranty deed was
today recorded by Probate Clerk Celso
Lopez: Juan Sena and wife to Cleo-faBlade, a house ami lot on lower
S;in Francisco Street. Consideration
s

CO.

$200.

Owing to an error, the score of the
baseball game last Sunday, between
the Mechanics and the team of St.
Michael's College, was given as 17 to
0 when the correct score was 7 to 11,
in favor of the Mechanics.
No. 250 San Francisco Street,
The east wall of the Dibert resiGrocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Atarket Telephone No. 49. dence, corner of Cathedral and San
Francisco Streets, is undergoing reA brick cornice is being placed
ly every day. Get your orders in early pairs.
CEREAL FOODS.
At this season a diet consisting and we will save them for you. Get- upon it. The work is being done unexder the supervision of .lose D. Sena.
largely of cereals and fruits with ting too hot to ship strawberries
ice.
under
to
health.
cept
The nine room resilience owned by
fresh vegetables conduces
A. B. Renehan, corner of Palace and
We are fortunate enough to be able to
MARKET.
MEAT
Grant Avenues, has been thoroughly
quote a number of foods under the
You will appreciate a change from
in very good conand
renovated
price usually asked:
the heavier roasts, boils etc. We al- dition. It has placed
15c. Malta Ceres, ready cooked 12
been rented ly Mrs.
the
in
ways have something different
15c. Cero Fruto, flaked wheat 10
Phoebe Gold who will move into it next
15
way of sweet breads, brains, kidneys, week'.
20c. Ralston Breakfast Food
calf's liver, eastern lamb and mutton,
12
15c. Ready Bits
The New Mexican Printing Company
veal, sliced boiled ham, sliced
12
young
15c. Pan Kake Flour
smoked beef, summer sausage, pigs' has a boiler of about 50 horse power
in good condition for sale.
feet, tripe, etc. If you want the finest capacity
VEGETABLE FOUNTAIN
The boiler is very suitable for pumpmeats
corn
call
cuts
fed
eastern
of
up
in
fountain is now
. .Our vegetable
in orchards for in a mine
Telephone 49 or better still, come in ing purposes
running order.. There is a vast differ- person and make your own selections. shaft. For particulars apply to this
ence between articles kept fresh by
office.
cool running water and the dried up
An agreeable surprise: Every one
4
NO.
BAKERY.
stuff where no water is used.. We rewho has employed H. O. Clark of
do
us
to
Let
hot
the
..Too
bake..
daily. Hot
ceive fresh vegetables
Music Company to
Whitson
hard work. It is cheaper to buy your the
house lettuce Monday, Wednesday and
with
bread and cakes than to pay for fuel, tune his piano is delighted
onions
Saturday.. Asparagus, young
tone
of his instru
mellow
the
pure,
nothto
and
other
say
yeast
materials,
and radishes nearly every day. Towill be at the Claire
ing of the labor and inconvenience. ment. Mr. Clark
matoes, cauliflower, wax beans, cu- Our
a few days longer.
are
better
than
ever,
freproducts
cumbers and summer squash at
A slight error occurred yesterday in
since we have gotten settled in our
quent intervals.
new sanitary shop.
the report of the meeting of the board
o'f education.
The County Teachers'
FRESH FRUIT.
will be held in this city in
Institute
IMPERIAL
FLOUR.
at
presWe are making a specialty
It makes more bread and better August, the opening session being callent of naval oranges:
bread than any flour we have ever had ed to order on Monday morning.August
25 to 60 cents the
Per Dozen
pleasure of testing, and we have 15, in the high school building.
Phe children of the Catholic Orphan
Fresh strawberries received under tested a good many different brands.
$1 .50 Asylum spent today in the canon near
ice, from the California patches near 50 pounds
Monument Rock. It took several of
Closson's largest rigs to accommodate
all the little folk and they left early
this morning in the best of spirits in
anticipation of their day in the woods.
A new
power boiler was
placed among the machinery of the
New Mexican Printing Company Sunday and Monday, as more steam power
was required for the business of the
Baby Car- company.
Henry Pacheco and David
Go-Car- ts
Gonzales did the work and that in
X.
A
I
shape.
The ball to be given by the Woman's
Board of Trade on Friday. June :!, will
be for the benefit of the library building. The energies of this organization
are now bent on that object and if
New
they have the support of the people of
Santa
Fe, the town may possess in a
Will furnish your house from the
kitchen to the garret for cash or on comparatively short time a library
of which it may well be proud.
The Installment Plan. building
Tickets, at $1 a piece, are now on sale
at Ireland's and Fischer's drug stores
No trouble to show you through the and it is hoped there will be a large
wheteryou buy or not sale. Palace Hotel, 8:;jn o'clock.
j& establishment
ana n you nuy will deliver goods free
A new time
table, No. 4. is soon to
be issued for the Santa Fe Centra;
Railway and will go into effect Sunday
GEO. W. HICK0.X, President

S. 0. CARTWRIGHT,

j j

Sec'y and Tress.

Butchers, Bakers, Grocers

2

2
2

Gaze On Our

Hew Furniture

Handsome
riages and
uit nit;
4--
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Liiei manes

and Second Hand

D. S. LOWITZKL

e

first-clas-

s

Lopez have the sympathy of the community in their great bereavement,
The funeral will take place tomorrow
morning.
The Santa Fe Water and Light
Company has commenced the digging
of a well eight feet square near its
power house east of the city limits.
This well will lie put down 60 feet and
if a sufficient (low of water is struck, a
pumping plant will be erected for the
purpose of increasing in this way the
water supply in the reservoirs, as the
How in the Santa Fe River is very low
and unless rains set in, may become
still lower.
A. .1. Loomis, U. S. deputy internal
revenue collector, arrived in the city
last evening from points in Mora, San
Miguel, Santa Fe. Bernalillo and
Counties. He says that during
his entire trip he encountered no good
rains, only local showers, and that conditions caused by the drouth are distressing. There are almost no crops
of the seed
being raised and
y

II

lira

I

and Increased By UnderGrowth and Timher nn Banks
Law Prohibiting Cutting of
Such Should Be Enforced.

'

1

fice.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S

at 12 0 Clock, noon. After
that date, a straight passenger train
will bo nm daily, one each way.
instead of the mixed trains which the Preserved

1

Stylish Wash Vests
Will Reach

X904.

liBiiw

MINOR CITY TOPICS
,5

Indian and tyexican
Wares and Curios

t,

Seal Estate

correspondent of the New Mexican, who is an experienced and competent engineer and scientist in
and forestry matters has addressed this paper and calls attention
to the very obvious fact that it is
of tin highest importance and of very
meat benefit for the preservation oi
the water supply in the rivers in this
territory and throughout 'lie arid belt
in general to keep undergrowth, willows and trees growing on the banks
of rivers.
The reasons for this are
set forth very plainly in the following:
"Owing to the exceptionally
light
snowfall this last winter in the territory of New Mexico, in Colorado and
in the country adjacent to the headwaters of the Rio Grande, the flow of
that liver as well as the Sapello.
and Gallinas Rivers promises
to lie the lightest for many years past.
The possibility of heavy summer rains
becomes less every day.
A
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easy terms.
HOMES.
I have a nice cottage (double)
rooms on one side, 4 on
the othrj
wner occupies 4 rooms and tha rea(
rent for $25 a month; good netghbo-- .
hood; ample space to erect other bail,
stabler
M
lings on same street;
other outbuildings; the price askeiS
very low.
Can sell at a bargain cozy home on
Manhattan avenue, one a new stone
house with all modern improvement!?
the other an adobe-brichouse,
rooms; fruit and vegetable gardenj
ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 chotas
fruit trees; currant and raspberrj,
bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet The stoat
house will be rented.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
have several business blocks fo
sale on this great mart of trad 3, soma
of them producing more than eight
per cent, net, on purchase price asked.

OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.

ana

business propositions to submit those desiring to enter mercaLtile life and to
prow UD with the new cm nf nr.tsni'Htv
now coming
with the Santa Fe
tral Railway.
CHURCHES.
l am authorized to dispose i.; ttie ton- gregational Church, on the south side,
convenient to the contemplated Union
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
be sold cheap, or the building will be
repa red and leased to responsible pari

Cen-riv-

ties.

j

THERE ARE OTHERS.
Several small houses, some stomfc
some brick, others frame, upon my
books, which I -- ould be glad to show
an intended purchaser.
They are da
sirably situated, and will be sold
cheap.
PLAZA PROPERTY.

-

those wishing to catch the creanf
of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
at figures that will double themselves
In less than three years.
To

COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.

can sell you large tracts of lan
suitable for mining coal or the produ t.
tion of timber.
ORCHARDS.
I also have a fruit ranch in a hlgB
tate of cultivation, in the suburbs,
with a building site overlooking the
entire city of Santa Fe. On it there im
an artificial reservoir, the only oe of
Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more us
depth, holding over 125,000 gallons of
water, constantly replenished,
front
which the whole place can be irrigated
daily during the summer, and which
could be stocked with fiih. The land
contains many hundreds of young trees
of t
finest and most valuable varieties of apples, peaches, pears, plums
apricots, cherries and other fruits, thfl
greater part of which already bear; a
youni bearing vineyard, thousands ol
bushet? of currants and other small
beds if asparagus,
extensive
fruits;
rhubarb, and other fine vegetables.
scld on easy terms, an: for muck
less than it cost, owing to ill health ol
the owner.
I

T-b-

CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
In all parts of the Territory, an
me in Wyoming
I will take pleasure
in showing
prospective investors desirable bulk
ing .utes in the neighborhood of tho
Capitol, and in the vicinity of th
Presbyterian church, and other local-- '
ities of the city which in a few years
will be worth doubt" the present asa-- i
bag price.
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED.
Furnished or unfurnished rooms in
all parts of the city.
Single, or en
suite for light housekeeping. Some o
them within five minutes walk of
piaza.
ROOMS:

-

Millinery Millinery
MUGLER

MUST REDUCE STOCK

t

I have several other commercial

d

Silks. Velvets, Flowers.
few
Feathers, and
Fine Pattern Hats
gins Monday. May 23.

I

I

8;

Leads Them

'

-
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M.

k

-

one-thir-

Francisco Street, Sams Fe.

iy on

Man-uelita- s

torial law prohibiting the cutting of
trees and willows along the river
banks. Had this law been enforced
rigidly for the last twenty years it is
safe to assert that there would be at
least 20 per cent, more water available
for Irrigation than there is in the pres- cut status for the following reasons:
lie growth of trees, particularly the
COttonwoods, that line the banks of the
Rio Grande, oi; only tend to keep the
in a narrow channel but also atford shade. It is readily seen that by
keeping the water in a narrow and
hence dcepe,- channel that evapora- tion as well as seepage is minimized.
Where a river is confined to a stable
and narrow course bv a heavy growth
on both banks, evaporation is braeti-- !
cally nil. A noticeable example of this
!s the Merrimae River in Missouri.
"In the San Luis Valley, in Colorado.
there is, within a distance of thirty
miles, approximately 15 per cent, oi
tin' river How seepage. Of this about
returns in various places in
the form of natural Springs, hence
there is a clear loss of 10 per cent.,
which is very serious in a country
Where water is valued, as it is in some
portions of Colorado, from $100 to $1.ei)0 per cubic foot per second.
"Another very excellent reason for
protecting the timber along the banks
and more particularly in the gulleys
and ravines in the hills, is the fact that,
such growth naturally retards the run
off in the case of a cloudburst, freshet
or any oilier cause of temporary high
water, thereby prolonging the increased How which, where storage is not
practiced, is necessarily waste water
unless so retarded.
"There are a great many points in
the question of forestry reserve, but
this is of prime importance, having,
as if does, direct Pearing on the by- drographlc conditions of this western
country, and should be given more at
tention and should be supported by the
strict enforcement of state or territor
ial laws appertaining thereto."

fgeqt

TiEAL ESTATE LOANS.
Money to loan upon real estate secur-- i

-

h

Leave your order at A. Bishoff's for
cat fish, striped bass, shad, shad
roe or fresh salmon.

il? San

hydro-graphi-

The finest dinner in the city at the
planted has not germinated. Around Bon Ton.
Mora in Mora County, more rains have
fallen and crops are looking better
MARKET REPORT.
than in other localities. The lamb
crop all over the country covered by
him is smaller than it has been in
MONEY AND METAL.
years, fifteen per cent being the averNew
York. June 1. Monev on call,
age number of lambs saved. In Mora
1 ;4 (a)
cent. Prime mer
)$
easy,
County the yield is about 35 per cent cantile paper 3 peri 4)4 per cent. Silver
hut this was the best that he found 55.
New Vork, June 1. Lead easier, 84:.ir
anywhere.
jjj.
84:40; copper quiet, 13
STOCK
MARKETS.
BY
SETTLED
STIPULATION.
New York, June. 1. Atchison
08;
114;
pfd., 92; New York Central.
The Case of the Water Company et al. Pennsylvania, UZi Southern Pacific,
Vs. Oliver F. Perry in the Santa
Union Pacific. BBjpfd., 91; U.
45;
S. Steel,
Fe Canon Near Monument
pfd., 834'.
Rock.
GRAIN.
June
j. Close, Wheat
Chicago,
In the District Court for the County July, 87,'sj Sept. 81k'.
of Santa Fe the case of the Santa Fe
Corn, July, 49; Sept. 48.
Water and Light Company and the
Oats, July, 3996; sept. 31Js'.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
city of Santa Fe versus Oliver F. Perry has just been settled. Tin's was
Pork, July, 811.573d'; Sept. 811.80.
done under oral stipulations and to the
Lard, July, S0.52',, ; Sept. So uo.
effect that the defendant may divert
Elbs, July, 80.67K; Sept. SO 85.
water from the Santa Fe River through
WOOL MARKET.
a ditch which passes his cabin, through
St.
June 1. Wool,
Louis, Mo.,
his corral and thence into a fish pond,
steady.
and from there returned to the river.
and western medium. 10
This water is to be used for domestic 21 Territory
J
fine medium, Hi
17; fine, 15
purposes and a reasonable amount of
''
it for irrigation on his land or ranch in
'
the Santa Fe Canon as he has done in
the past. His land consists of about
25 acres near Monument Rock. These
concessions only apply to those portions of the year when the flow of water in the Santa Fe River is sufficient
A.
to meet the needs of the plaintiff comSoutheast Cor. Plaza.
pany and the city. When the water is
scarce the defendant shall not divert
o
water or use it for irrigation purposes
for longer than one day of 24 hours, in
REDUCED SALE OF
each week. However, the Santa Fe
Water and Light Company shall give
the defendant notice of the scarcity of
a
water. On that stipulation the cause
was dismissed.
be- one-tent-

p. VICTORY
j Attorney
at
and
Law

-

OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
At El Cuervo, 10 miles from the Roew
Isiand road, I can sell you about 64B
excellent
teres; patented;
grazing
and.
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
sale several large tracts of desirable
'.and which I am permitted to sell at
very low figure. One tract contains
ibout 3,600 acres, and is located about
three and one-ha- lf
miles southwest oC
Las Vegas; nearly all of it is under
fo
water
fence; good grazing and
tock; some timber. Another tract
550 acres, 7 miles from
Las Vegas;
Umber and grazing, with an excellent
stream of water passing over it. Still
another tract of 350 acres cf farming
raz,n an tlmber land. 8 miles west
m.
uao v cgaa, wuu i umiiiifi
naiaf

,'

'

it

All

Ireland's Famous Ice Cream Soda.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, Jane J, J904.
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IN CONNECTION

WITH THE
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Saint Louis and all points
North and East- Excellent equipment, all latest pattern Standard Pullman, wide vestl-- I
i id
all meal served In Bock Island System Dining Cars.
Theonlyllne Into SAINT LOUIS having a station H the WORLD'S
PAIS GROUNDS. Passengers via this route may leave the train at cur
WORLD'S PAIR STATION (within 300 feet of the Main Entrance to th
World's Pair Grouuds) and thus avoid the crowds which congregate At
tb Union Station.
Effective June 5th we will operate through sleeping cars (standard and
U srlst) in connection with the Southern Pacific from California points.
t Siiut Louis and through chair cars El Paso to Saint Louis. Think
c.
,'. absolutely no change. Watch for change of schedule June 8th.
Ask
"fiie Lowest Hates ail tin1 time are via the El Paso Northeastern.
.!'! I them.
" H. HEALY,
A N. BROWN, G. P. A.
Texas.
El
Paso,
Passenger Agent.

the World's Fair

CAN'T KEEP IT UT

PUTS.

Description of This Pect
Gaining a Foothold in
Mexico Orchards.

Which is
New

Unfortunately, the codling moth is
gaining considerable of a foothold in
Now .Mexico, it will probably never
again that a trainload or apples, will
leave this Territory with the inscription: "A million apples and not a sln-gl- e
worm." The following
article
therefore from the Rural New Yorker,
is of .special interest at this time in
New Mexico :
"Like most caterpillars, the codling
moth larva spins a small quantity of
silk as it walks and this aids materially in its progress by affording a foothold for the minute claws with which
the feet are provided. These claws are
so minute that the downy hairs of the
young fruit seem to afford even less
footing than is obtained on the smooth
surface. Repeatedly in field observations a young, freshly hatched worm
would suddenly loose its hold entirely
and fall from the tree. Doubtless a
good many worms perish in this way.
The front legs are best able to hold
on so that usually the body simply
swings around and when the worm regains its hold it then climbs upwards.
Time and again
have seen one start
to go around an apple and be brought
back to the upper side by slipping and
finallv proceed to enter the apple on
the tipper side. A rough surface seems
to be preferred to a smooth one and
blotches of lime and poison are not
avoided.
"In our breeding cage experiments.
which were conducted in a wax coll
covered by a thin piece of glass, the
burrows were invariably made either
under the edge of the wax ring or at
the point where the cover glass nearlj
touched the surface of the apple. In
this latter case the worm could be observed under the miscrocope very satisfactorily. It first made a silken carpet
and then spun a series of threads connecting the glass to the apple, making
a strong and almost invisible cell for
itself, the silken threads being so delicate as to be seen only by the use of
the microscope and the proper illumination. After accomplishing this preliminary work the worm began the
process of excavating a hole, the most
difficult part of the operation seeming
to be the first breaking of the skin
which would often require a great
many attempts before the jaws would
tear through into the softer tissues be-

island System

To

THE COOLING

J. F. WIELANDY,

Can't Deceive Santa Fe People Very
Law
Attorney
L0ng They Learn Quickly.
an easy matter i:
t is sometimes
and Notary Public
tool the public, but you can't keep ii
up very long. They are sure to find
man is fooloi) out; and every time a
is made. We are
ed another skep-i- c
naturaiiy skeptical when reading a
published statement given by some
piace,
stranger residing m a
but the circumstances are entirely different when home endorsement is pre111 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
sented. The testimony of local citiIt is
zens renders deceit impossible.
so easy for you to investigate. Read
Lands and houses for sale. Homethis case:
steads located. Rents collected. Titles
hack driver, of examined.
Kusebio Escudero,
Conveyancing, etc, etc.
Griffin st., says: "I cannot exactly say
how long it is since I fUst noticed that
it
but
I was subject to back ache,
must be nearly three years. It never
Has sufficiently painful to lay me up,
For Fine Photos.
but it worried me considerably every
now and then. Noticing Doan's KidFinished in Platinum and
ney Pills advertised to stop backache
and other symptons of kidney com- Platino.
PLAZA STUDIO
plaint, led me to reason if this remedy
performed half what it promises, it
Santa Fe, N. M.
might at least help and I went to Ireland s Pharmacy for a box. It fulfilled
its promises to the letter, for the backache stopped."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.
Foster MillbUm Co., Buffalo. N. Y., sole
0
agents lor the United States. Remember the name, Lioan's, and take no
FRESH

at

Weil km

lar-awa- y

Seal Estate Agency

Go to Davis

'

Jicw Home Bakery

OTERO'S SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS.
Hotel and bath houses now open to
the public, Store in connection for the
accommodation of campers.
R. C. FREELOVE, Manager.

Bread, Cakes, Pies
DELIVERED EVERY
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INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR,
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at 8io
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
of Phil P. Hinchcock, where information will be cbeerfully 'urcishid.

It will pay you to advertise.

Try

It

SOCIETIES,
Masonic.
MONTEZUMA LODG
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
communlca
Regular
uiat iuuuuil 13
3rtt, 'via
&r each month at Maaonii
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
P.
RPIT7 wr
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary
SANTA FE CHAPTER.
n
No. 1, R. A. M.
second Moa
day In each month at Ma
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

8

DAY

Special Orders Can Be Ieft at

Regula-convocatio-

KAUNE S GROCERY
WORST OF ALL EXPERIENCES.
Can anything be worse than to feel
that every minute will be your last?
SANTA FE COMMANDER T
Such was the experience of Mrs. S. H.
No. 1, K. T. Regular car
I would advise yoa to go to the WorlcTFair
Newson. Decatur. Ala.. "For " years" Upper Palace Avenue.
?lave fourth Moxday In eaco
Phone 39.
this summer.
she writes, "i endured insufferable
month at Masonic Hall mt
7:30 p. m.
stomach ami
pain from indigestion,
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
It will be a liberal education almost as good
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
bowel trouble.
Death seemed inevitable when doctors and all remedies
a trip around the world.
failed. At length I was induced to try
K. OF P.
Electric Bitters and the result was miIt promises to be the biggest and best exposition of
raculous. I improved at once and now
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
I'm completely recovered."
For liver, AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS- of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evthe century.
kidney, stomach and bowel troubles
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Electric Bitters is the only medicine.
I would like to sell
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
your family their tickets over
FOR RENT Four room
house,
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
Only 50c. it's guaranteed by Fischer
.&e Santa Fe. I really believe it is the best line to
nicely furnished throughout for houseDrug Co.
Knights given a cordial welcome
keeping. Apply New Mexican office.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMAnN, C. C.
sike. You will think so, too, after a trial.
Pure Whiskey. How do you know it
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
FOR SALE, CHEAP A good wheel.
is? You can see it drawn from the
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
H. S. Lutz Agt., A. T. C& S. F. Ry
Capital Coal Yard.
Apply
original
package. Purity guaranteed
N. M.
Santa Fe,
neath.
by the government of the U. s. "TeleI. O. O. F.
Pumpkin pie like your mother used
"As soon as the first piece is re- phone 94." "The Wine Store."
to make, at the Bon Ton.
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O.
moved from the surface of the apple
Meets every Friday evening In Odd
Triumphs of Modern Surgery.
the worm fastens it to the silken
ANY
ONE desiring male help of any Fellows
Wonderful things are done for the
structure erected about itself and then
Hall, San Francisco street
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
another bite is pried off and added to human body by surgery. Organs are kind please notify Alan R. McCord, Visiting brothers welcome.
W
NEW
Band.
KLL.
MEXICO
B( )S
the first. This is repeated until epiite taken out and scraped and polished Secretary Capital City
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. O
a wall of apple chips has been built and put back, or they may lie removed
A. P. HOGLE,
THE MILITARY SCHOOI, OF NEW MEXICO
Secretary.
FOR SALE Standard make, uparound the burrow. By this time it has entirely; hones are spliced; pipes take
Established and Supported by the Territory.
made a hole nearly as deep as its body the place of diseased sections of veins; right piano in good condition. One-hal- f
A. O. U. W.
and finds it necessary to withdraw it- antiseptic dressings are applied to its regular price. Call at Lutz's resiSIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern Coon
dence
Montezuma
Avenue.
self after each bite obtained. The hole wounds, bruises, burns and like in
GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, O. O. U. W.
lleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comis not dug straight down into the apple juries before inflamation sots in, which
Meets
every second and fourth WedFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
all conveniences.
baths, watr-workplete; steam-heatebut somewhat obliquely and consider- causes them to heal without watttra-tionesday at o p. m.
A
few
rooms
furnished
in
comfortably
and
the time reulred
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8200 per session. Session is
ably larger than its own diameter. It
C C. PIERCE, Master Workmate
is soon, therefore, able to turn itself by the old treatment. Chamberlain's with use of bath. Apply at Claire
tree terms of thirteen weeks each.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
about in the burrow and then only Pain Halm acts on this same principle.
ROSWEII is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
pushes its head out far enough to add It is an antiseptic and when applied to
B. P O. ELKS.
Our Motto Genuine goods Coun-to the chips already accumulated on such injuries, causes them to heal
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa. W. M. Reed. R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
"The"1)4.
terfeit
It
prices.
also
Telephone
the sides and finally the mass entirely very quickly,
allays the pain
a.r:i E. A. Cahoon.
SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. 0.
Keen a bottle of Pain Wine Store."
covers the opening which it has made an soreness.
Par particulars address
Holds its regular session on tin
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
in the fruit. Up to this time the worm Balm in your home and it will save
second
and fourth Wednesdays
ol
Booth's oysters any way you want
has worked incessantly and the stom- you time and money, not to mention
ettca mnin. visiting brothers are in
ach lias received none of the material the inconvenience and sufferlne which them at Bon Ton.
vited and welcome.
utch injuries entail. For sale by all
removed.
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
druggists.
ALL.
OF
INTEREST
TO
of
the
the
after
completion
"Shortly
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
The Goldie Watch Shop formerly
CO burrow, however, the digestive tract is Good
eating at the Bon Ton.
with Blain's Bazaar, has moved in
seen to be well filled with chips of the
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
with the Santa Fe Filigree Manufacsame character, so far as can be obWE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
Notice for Publication.
served, as those used in the constructuring Company, 20S Don Caspar AveChina ware Glassware, Fiotnra Frames and Moldings Stove and Ranges
nue. A more appropriate place for meets every Thursday eve at Odd
(Strull Holding Claim No. 2617.)
tion of the covering on the outside. It
made to Order
Goods Bold on Easy Payments would appear from this observation
Department of the Interior.
good first class watch repairing as Follows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
1'uitcd States Land Office. Santa Fe. N. U well as clocks,
that by far the larger per cent of the May
x 1P04.
typewriters and sewing chiefs cordially invited.
Notice is hereby (riven that the
worms gain entrance to the inside of touon
C. L. BIShOP, Sachem.
claimant has tiled notice of machines, popular prices. All work
intei tiou to make final proof in support
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
the apple before the poison can reach liia
fully
guaranteed.
17
IB
unuer
otitis claim
sections
and
of the
CfJAILES WAGfJER
GOLDIE CHAPMAN.
them. In spraying trees it was observ- net of March 3. 189. (26 Stats.. SW. as amended
1 Stats . dTrti
tlie act of February . ifcfll
ed that the majority of the worms died by
Cloudcroft!
td that said proof will be made before
For handsome desHANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
s I'ronateuierkatSanti re N. M.. on July 20
dee
?
"Licensed Embalmer," be?ore
literature and detailed
n
criptive
1901, viz : Jose Gonzales fo the Tract in Sec.
is in striking contrast with
history I. T. H
as to rates, etc., address A. N
R. 9F, . N. M P. M. he names Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insurance.
worms
to
the
his
toilowlns
witness
setna
in unsprayen trees
ot tne
iirove
Brown. G. F. & P. A El Paso, Northadverse possession of said tract
Offices Griffin Block. eastern
There can be no doubt there- continuous
tor twenty years next preceding the survey Phone 66.
System, El Paso, Texas.
fore that in some manner the poison ol the township, viz: Andres C de Bana of
i'on
e. N M.. tieorire Trim lo of Kennedy
Santa
San Francisco Street.
Lamb
sweet
at
Telephone 10.
of
the apple reaches the N. w . Aerapito Sena, Ambrosio Pino of Galis
breads
the
fries,
the surface
Bon Ton.
Night Calls Answered from rrHence Tel'phone No. I.
worm after having gained entrance to teo. X. M.
Any person w ho desires to nrote.t n?ainst
Santa Fe Filiiree and
the fruit.
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of
HAVE YOU A COUGH?
any sunstantial reason, under the laws and
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
reeulatioiH of the Interior Department
A
dose of Ballard's
Horehound
CURES OLD SORES.
why such proof should not be allowed, will
lie
y ven an opportunity at the above men
nave
win relieve it.
syrup
you a
Westmoreland. Kansas, May 5, 1902, tioned
e
time and
to
the cold? A dose of Herbine at bed time
Jewelry Mannfactriii Co.
Your witnesses of said place
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.:
evt
otter
to
arid
claimant,
bv
deuce
in
and
rebuttal
of
submitted
doses
small
that,
of
Hore
frequent
an
sore
on
old
Snow Liniment cured
claimant.
hound Syrup during the day will re
the side of my chin that was supposed
Mam kx R. OthBO, Register,
move it. Try it for whooping cough.
to be a cancer. The sore was stubfor
asthma, for consumption, for bron-chiiiwould
born and
,not yield to treatment
STARTLING EVIDENCE.
Mrs. Joe McGrath, 327 E. 1st
until I tried Snow Liniment, which did
Fresh testimony in great quantity is
the work in' short order. My sister, constantly coming in. declaring Dr street, Hutchinson, Kas. writes: "I
3
Mrs. Sophia J. Carson, Allensvllle, King's New Discovery for Consumption have used Ballard's Horehound Syrup
in
5
for
find
it
my family
years, and
Miffin County Pa., has a sore and mis Coughs and Colds to be unequaled.
trusts that it is a cancer. Please send recent expression from T. J. McFar the best and most palatable medicine
her a 50c bottle. For sale by Fischer land, Bentorville, Va., serves as exam I ever used." 25c. 50c, and ll.OO at
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
Fischer Drug Co.
Drug Co.
pie. He writes: "I had bronchitis for
3 years and doctored all the time with
DO YOU WANT THE EARTH?
When the ticket agent asks you how you
The Wabash Railroad has just is out being benefited. Then I began tak
The
Earth is a new monthly illustra
Dr.
sued a handsome illustrated World's ing
King's New Discovery, and a ted
published by the Santa Fe.
wish to travel east of Denver, just say
journal,
Fair pamphlet containing a three color few bottles wholly cured me." Equally Tells the truth
about the great south
Lvjjhllo Building, On Guoar Avenue.
all
in
effective
and
St.
throat
of
Louis and the fair grounds
lung
curing
map
west and California the truth Is gooi
"Burlington."
nd half tone views of the principal troubles, consumption, pneumonia and
enough. Frequent articles describing
buildings. A copy free upon request. grip. Guaranteed By Fischer Drug Co. your
Then you are sure of a comfortable and
part of the country. Contains letbottles
Trial
sizes
G.
D
P.
A.
free,
50c
P.
P.
regular
Hitchcock,
Denver,
ters
written
by farmers, stockmen and
and $1.00.
Colorado.
safe journey, for the Burlington is the
fruit raisers; men who have succeeded
and who give the reasons why. Strong
smooth road, you know, to St. Louis,
Via D. & R. G. to St. Louis Exposition editorials and
THAT TIRED FEELING.
In the
interesting miscellany.
If you are languid, depressed and in- and return, 15 day tickets $40.70: 60 A very persuasive immigration helper.
MUTUAL BUILDING 4 LOAN
Chicago and everywhere east.
capable for work, it indicates that day tickets $48.15; season tickets
Why not have it sent to friends
ASSOCIATION
S. K. Hooper G. P. A
F. H. back east" to do missionary wont for
your liver is out of order. Herbine $57.80.
Of Santa Fe
Fe.
Santa
will assist nature to throw off head- McBride, Agt.,
the southwest? Regular subscription
Is worth $1.40 per share and maand
rheumatism
ailments
25
cents
akin
aches,
a
is
Let me answer ; our i,
year; worth double.
price
tions
tures when worth $200. The last
to nervousness and restore the enerTHAT THROBBING HEADACHE.
Send us 50 cents (coin or stamps) with
about the trip.
dividend ws nearly g per cent.
Would quickly leave you, if you used names and addresses of five eastern
gies and vitality of sound and perfect
Dividends are credited every six
health. J. J. Hubbard. Temple. Texas. Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands friends;, we will mail the Earth to
months
1902:
"I
22,
March
have "used of sufferers have proved their match- - them and to you for six months. Write
writes,
NOW! Is ths time to f tatt in.
Herbine for the past two years. It ess merit for sick and nervous head today to the Earth, 1120 Railway ExTicket Office. 1039 17th St.
me
more
done
than
Further information fnraUked sy
all
good
tlte aches. They make pure blood and change Building, Chicago.
(has
O W. VALLERY, General Agent,
doctors. When I feel . bad and have build up your health. Only 25 cents,
R.
J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
For sick headache take Chamber
,that tired feeling, I take a dose of money back if not cured. Sold by the
LENVER.
Office: Catron diock. Up Stain
Herbine. It is the best medicine ever Fisoher Driu; Company.
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
With I. B. & R. H. HANNA.
made for chills and fever." 50 cents a
quick cure is certain. For sale by
Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton. all druggists.
bottle at Fischer Drug Co.
--
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THE

HEW JOEX1G0 EXHIBIT

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

HT ST. LOUIS
It is

Good iocks and physical strength are
derived lrom food. 11 a vicuna!1, ha
food she loses strec; h If she
hi no food she dies. Fond is converted
into nutrition in the stomach. It depends on the strength of the stomach to
what extent food eaten is digested anl
assimilated. People can die of starvation who have abundant fox!, to eat,
; associate
when the stomach and
organs of digest ion and nutrition do not
perform their duty. Tints the stomach
If
IS really the vital organ of the body.
the stomach is "weak " the body will be
weak also, because it is upon the stomach tiie body relies for its strength. And
as the bcily considered as a whole is
made up of its several members acJ
organs, so the weakness of the !yly as
consequence of "weak" stomach rill
distributed anione the organs which
If the Lody is weak
eompc.se the body.
that physical
because it is
Weakness v.iil lie found in back ai.d
knees, in hands and feet equally. Ho
also will the weakness be equally distributed among the organs, heart, liver,
kidneys, etc., being proportionately weak
according to the amount of the reduction of their daily ration of ::utrt-tio-

6)

tr)- -

sacs?

,?&,-7..-4-

r

in the Display
Mementoes and
Relics.

Particularly Rich

of Historic

and steam-heateThe most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
&
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men
fire-pro-

it--

d

The Si. Louis Republic in desc
ing the New .Mexico exhibit at
Louisiana Purchase Exposition at
Louis, Missouri, says:
One curious antioue which will
seen in the New Mexico building is a
French map of the United States so
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
old that Santa Fe ami St. Augustine
are the only cities shown in the entire
According to common belief
Office
the
and
Cable
in
Co's
Postal Telegraph
Building country.
at that time the Gulf of California and
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Puget Sound mel and cut a largo area
of the western part of the continent
of North America off from the mainwm:k-land. The map was executed upon this
LOOK AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP theory, and what is now the United
Stales is described as "two great islands."
You
And so
The old map was discovered in ParIf then no one is stronger than her
OUR TRAINS. We go
do
is by former Governor
L. Bradford
stomach and physical strength is created
Prince of New Mexico.
in
in the stomach and distributed ironi it,
the first question that a weak woman
Majjy solid silver plates and other
should ask is, "What is wrong with uiy
articles of tableware made in Spain
If there are weak lungs,
stomach?"
centuries ago and long treasured as
the condition also points to "weak"
heirlooms by the Otero family have
stomach. All physicians know that the
been sent by Airs. Otero, wife of the
cure
of consumption is but a qns stts of
Governor of New Mexico, to be shown
With
Miles
Two
nutrition. It you can put Btth and fat
in the state building. Silver plate and
on the body the lungs will take care oi
All
the
goid ornaments hammered from
themselves. The one thitig which k.ffies
the physician in the cure ot lung and
unalloyed metal by the Aztecs of Mexother diseases is "weak" stomach. II
ico centuries before the conquest
of
Address the undersigned for full and reliable information.
the stomach was strong he'd ietl sure oi
will also
that, country by Spain
be
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
a cure. In fact, then, any condition oi
A. DULOHERY,
found in the collection of antiques.
physical weakness at once suggests vtak
Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texae.
City of Mexico.
One particularly handsome Aztec
stomach. When the Stomach L Ul. de
relic is a silver drinking mug, which
strong, the whole body regains stresigth
is said to have been made in Chihuaand every organ of the body, iuiirt,
hua 250 years ago. Another exhibit of
liver, lungs, kidneys, etc., shares :a this
silverware made by the aborigines is
newly gained strength.
It is because lr. Pierce's Golden M?d-ica- l
"""
a mug, bowl and plate hammered our
Discovery c:res diseases ot the
nature's painting. ''Pearl powder," said
of nitre silver in Durango.
OLD GARDEN
FLOWERS IN
a philosopher, "is made of nothing but organs of digestion and nutritiou that it
Aside from the tableware and ornastrength to the whole body. W hen
dirt, and rubbing such stuff on the deli- gives
ments many historic documents will
a young girl or woman can tiie weak stomach is made strong by
skin
cate
of
be exhibited. Among them will be the
"Golden Medical Discovery " then food
IMPROVINQ ON NATl
only be called a dirty practice."
of
General
original
proclamation
Miss Lavilla Bonine, Curator Natural is perfectly digested and assimilated, the
X T"ATURI unaltereil and una History Society, 4c 8 Lewawee Street, nutrition derived from food is distributed
Stephen S. Kearney. U. S. Army, when
dorned is the best' Anv West, Lansing, Mich., writes : "I suf- to the several organs of the body, and
he took possession of the Territory in
X
99
JL
effort to paint the petals of fered with chronic dyspepsia for nearly the "weak" heart which was weak bethe name of the United States In 1840".
the lily or add fragrance to seven years, and this caused me to grow cause it was not well fed becomes strong
Modern exhibits will also he made
the rose can only result in discomfiture. very thin and pale, at the same time my again. So with the weakness of tie
and among them will he a table
of
As futile are the attempts so often made blood became
Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
2 gold and silver
poor and 1 was so nervous other organs of the body, it is cured
work
worth
filigree
to imitate the glow of health on the and unstrung that I was unfit to attend when the stomach is cured.
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled : : . : :
$5,000. The table was made of gold
human skin by the use of paints and to my ! uly duties.
One great secret of youth and beauty
Heart was also
and silver mined and smelted in NeW
cosmetics The color of the complexion affected and fluttered at the least excite- - for the young woman or the mother
a pigment on the inside of nu nt. I s;ient a lot of money doctor- - the proper understanding of her womFe. N. M. f Mexico. The top is ornamented by a is due to and
g W. R. PRICE.
its glow and bloom
the skin,
ing and still found no relief, until I tool.
picture of a Pueblo village, the state
system and
Every
to the pure red blood which f, ',. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical DiseovefV. anly
woman, young or old, should know iirr-selcapitol at Santa Fe. San Migti' l Church
vessels.
to
its
imitate
and her physical make Up. A
It certainly is a wonderful medicine. It
Any attempts
and the Governor's palace ai the four
this color by applications on the out- toned ui) my stomach and I began to way to arrive at this knowledge is togood
corners, and in the center is the coat
side simply give a dull dead surface, have a splendid appetite; had no trouble a good doctor book, such for instance, get
as
of arms of New Mexico. The pictures
and the continued use of drugs caiu;es a with my digestion, and I began to pick "XJie People's Common Sense Medical
IS. It. QUICKEL,
liUN BOTHE
are formed of tiie filigree work, which
thickening and hardening of the outer up and get strong; soon new rich blood Adviser," by R. V. Pierce, M. I)., which
laver which mav become permanent, flowed in mv veins, and I once more felt can be procured by sending to Dr. R. V.
is made of finely spun wire. The table
When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget Jt
is richly inlaid with precious stones
causing the complexion to assume that the beautv and iov of life. I have now tn Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y., 21 cents in one-ce"n:uddv" look which is so disfi spirillar, Moved perfect health for a venr. thanks to
volume, or
stamps for paper-bounfrom the mines of New Mexico, includ1 ststuns for cloth-boun- d
It is not wise to
retouch ir
Golden Medicnl Discovery.
cope
ing turquoise5 and garnets.
Among the modern exhibits is the
QUICKEL C& BOTHE, Proprietors.
-coat that Aguinaldo wore when lie
J0 J& J&
was captured by General
Frederick
Funston and many other Filipino relies
Club Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
which were sent to Mrs. Otero by an
J& u s&
army officer who was present when
Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
Aguinaldo was captured.
FARMING LANDS UND2B IRRIGATION SYSTEM.
A collection of Filipino arms
-and
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
accouterments in miniature, mounted
These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
upon a shiteld, is another of the modfor sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perern exhibits.
petual water rights from $17 to $25 per acre, according to location. PayThe New Mexico building, although Read
ments may be mado in ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits of
Musicians
What Accomplished
all kinds, and sugar uaets grow to perfection.
small and unpretentious, will be found
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.
INCORPORATED!
one ot the most interesting of the
state buildings.
a
"Equal if not "jperior ''o any instruI have had occasion
to use."
ment
On this Grant, about forty miles west, of Springer. N. M.. are the gold
Twice your money's worth at the
Barron Berthold.
Ron Ton.
mining districts of Elizabethtnwn and Baldy. where important mineral
discoveries hav lately been made. Claims on uolocatad ground may bo
"Shows such :lud riority of
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorand finish as must make
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
able, to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
them welcome to any household."
Leonora Jackson.
Near Baton, N. M on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of the
Palace:
J. S. Scales, Albuquerque;
"Grand
resonai.t in tone and
Stationery,
Ra'ou Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
J. It. Teastlale, St. Louis; A. W.
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming or
lightfully sweet and tender " MathilAlbuquerque; A. F. Freeman. da
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
Bauermeister.
prospecting can not be successfully done.
Manchester; C, H. Winchester. ElkFor particulars and advertising matter apply to
"I
of
too
cannot
your
McMilH.
speak
Daniel.
r'ghly
hart, Indiana; .Judge
1VEN MAIL OKDEK8.
to
seem
be
PROMPT ATTENTION
unsurpasslan, Socorro: J, J, Sweeney. Owens pianos, they
able." R. Watkin Mills.
boro, Kentucky.
W.
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
Mrs.
Claire:
J, Smith, Salida:
SANTA FE, N. M.
RATON, NEW MEXICO
C. C. Manning, Ft. Defiance, Arizona;
richness ot tone, splendid carrying
Eunice Maere, Chrystal: M. A. Ross. power and excellent action." Rosa
Albuquerque; Edgar Jones. Denver; Olitzka.
Harry W. Hack, Denver: Ben Spitz.
"They are mod' Is for tone and
Kansas City; Edward Kaufman. St. touch." Marie Engle.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo- these waters has been thoroughly U
Louis; 0. Abraham, Cincinnati: J, E.
"I find your piancs wonderfully symSullivan. Denver; Felix Grant and famthe voice." oted in the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous cures attested t
for
accompanying
pathetic
ily: Tres Piedras, Carlos Baca. Los
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
miles west of in the following diseases: ParaJysS,
wellers, twenty-fiv- e
Lunas.
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumptive.
to
satisfaction
"Gave
liveliest
the
aos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Bon
Ton:
Richard
Gutterman,
Malaria, Sright's Disease of the KlcV
me. I consider them second to none."
Bar-"nP.
f,;
Camp; Slotsenburg, Pampango.
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Affs
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
Davies.
David
Frangcon
Reuben Ross, St. Michael's College;
on the Denver and Rio tions. Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe,
Station,
ex"I think it capabl of the fullest
Joseph Burke, St. Michael's College:
Grande Railway, from WAlch point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boar&
thought." Ellen
F. H. McDonald. Santa Fe; J. J, Ro- pression of musical
line of stages run to the Springs, lodging and bathtug. 2.50 per 4ay; fU
GALISTEO STREET
daily
mero, Clarksville," Colorado; Antonio Beach Yaw.
of these waters la per week; $50 per month. Stage moot
the
temperature
"Li my opinion they rank among th
Valdez, Clarksville; A. C. Burnett, Altraxn 90 to 122 degrees, 'ihe gases are Denver trains and waits Cor Saat
Calls
Best of Refeence Given as an EMBALMER.
Night
very best pianos of the day.'' Emile
buquerque; S. M, Devere, Las Vegas.
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This recort la atT. G. Word, Doming;
Normandie:
Sauret.
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.
the year tractive at all seasons, and is open aH
very dry and delightful
Miss Rebecca Williams. Albuquerque;
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of round. There Is new a commclious
winter. Passengers for Ojo
Caltst
T. E. Rogers, Silver City; Donald Mc- tone and a most sympathetic touch."
for the convenience of invalids can leavs Santa Fe at 9 a. m.,
hotel
Denver.
pherson,
Fernando de Lucia.
and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m. ths m.h
"I was perfectly charmed with its 1,686.24
grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from 8Kts
Chamberiain's Stomach and Liver
beauty of tone and delightful touch." gallOB, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Callente, J7.40. For furt Tablets Better Than a Doctor's
Francis Aintsen.
B'jrlsgs in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
Prescription.
For Prospective Purchasers
tone is sweet as well as reson"Their
Mr. J. W. Turner,
of Truhart. Va..
of Building Lots in Estancia
ant. Are remarkably adapted for acsays that Chamberlain'.- - Stomach and
Clementine
Estancia Has GOOD WATER, SOFT WATER, PURE WATER,
Liver Tablets have done him more companying the voice."
RAILROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATER
de Vere Sapio.
Ojo Callente. Taos County. N.tfe
could
from
he
than
good
get
anything
RUSSEL SAGil'S ADVICE,
CO.
PIANO
&
CLARK
THE
STORY
in
the doctor.
this
If any physician
"Young man, Buy Real Estate,"
country was able to compound a mediEmploy only expert workmen and nc
Will soon rank with Horace Greely's aphorism,
cine that would produce such gratify- piece work or contract work is done
i
"YOUNG MAN GO WEST!"
ft. J. PALEN, President.
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ing results in cases of stomach troub- in their factories.
"If you are going to do a good thing, do it in the best way." is
les, biliousness or constipation, his
renown on two conwon
have
They
of
which
if
maxim
the
force yoi will eithe
you win appreciate
another
whole time would be used in preparing tinents for excellence and beauty of
call on or comm .: ;cate with N. P. CLARKE 6b FORE BUYING TOWN
this one medicine. For sale by v.V their instruments.
HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President
LOTS ELSEWHERE.
druggists.
most
terms
liberal.
and
Prices
BE WISE.
Call on the General Agent for New
Put your money into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
,
Mexican calientes served only at tb
Mexico,
did
in
fathers
a live town, and
buy good property
Do like your
Bon Ton.
your children will rise up and call 'on blessed.
It is entirely safe to presume that within a very short time the
ACUTE RHEUMATISM.
Santa Fe, N. M.
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest and most subDeep
tearing or wrenching pains oc- Who will
of
section
the
this
southwest.
in
towns
shew
stantial
ycu the Story and
casioned by getting wet through:
THE
Be sure and write for all information desired at once.
worse when at rest, or on st moving Clark Pianos in the several styles and
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
PRICE OF THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
the limbs and in cold or damp weather finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
TERM8 TO SUIT.
and Golden Oak.
is cured quickly by Ballard's
Snow
;
Adddrsss all comunications to
Liniment. Oscar Oleson Gibson City.
W. P. 2LARKE,
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton.
,
Illinois, writes Feb. 16, 1902: "A year
SANTA FE,
fI
ago I was troubled with a pain in my
NEW MEXICO.
If yoif have any clean cotton
rags
back. It soon got so bad I could not
Over a million seres nl land op n for Homesteaders in the ESTANbend over. One bottle of Ballard s that are suitable for cleaning machinSnow Liniment cured me." 25c 50c ery, bring them to the New Mexican
CIA VALLEY good soil and plenty of water, watch cm be had from
11.00 at Fischer's Drug
and receive cash for same.
flight to thirty foot,
-v..
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IVIaxwell Grant.
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60LD MINES

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,
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The Maxwell Land Grant Co
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THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

Proprietor

FRANK DIBERT I THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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THE WATER

QUESTION
The

City of Santa Fe Naturally
Entitled to First and Full
Use of Supply.

MAYORDOMOS
On

I 904.

House Qeamng

Ti

INSIST

Appropriating Entire Flow Regard
less of the Town's Necessities
and Rights.

There are three overseers of ditches
or mayor domos of acequias, as they
are known in the limpid Spanish language in the city precincts. These
powerful officials are of the opinion
and nave proclaimed tnat tne entire
water supply of this town of 7,500 to
8.000 people is theirs for the irrigation
o!' a few corn patches and that all the
water flow of the Santa Fe River is to
be disposed of by them regardless of

Bargains
to Offer You

J,

SUGGESTS THE USE OF

HOUSEHOLD AMMONIA,
BORAX.
CHLORIDE LIME

the rights, privileges and immunities
of the thousands of inhabitants of this
town. These three men care very Utile for the good or ill of the city, but
they say that they must have the water
supply of the river, all of it, or there
will be trouble.
The question at the
bottom of this is simple. Do the rights,
privileges and necessities of the inhabitants of this city govern or do the
arbitrary will and say so of the three
mayor domos carry the day? These
a
three "grandees" have Informed the
management of the Santa Fe Water
SCREEN DOOR FIXTURES
and Light Company that all of this
water supply is theirs to be done with
as their own free, sweet will and per
sonal interests dictate and that they
will have it. regardless of the absolute
necessity and requirements of the city.
in the shape of water for domestic use
and for a supply in case of fire. .Mana
ger Frank Owen of the Water Company, however, considers that the good
of the city is to be first observed by
the company and hence will not allow
the mayor domos to carry out their de
signs.
Last Monday at a consultation
be
tween Mr. Owen and these water bosses, he told them that he might be will
ing if the circumstances and the water
flow would allow to give them part of
the water for irrigation purposes. This
partial offer was scornfully rejected
and the water bosses insisted on everything in the water line or the heavy
hand of the law would be invoked
and brought
down with smashing
force on the water company as well
as on the city. The manager of
the Water Company could but shrug
his shoulders and tell these high,
:
V.
mighty and potent bosses to go ahead.
For many years past there has been
more or less trouble over this water
question and it is about time that it
were settled. There is no question but
PENITENTIARY BIDS.
that all original water rights accrued
Santa Fe. New Mexico, June 1 1004.
o the inhabitants of the city of Santa
Sealed proposals will be received by
Fe primarily. From the first day of
settlement all the water that was nec the board, of New Mexico penitentiary
office of the suessary for the support and mainten commissioners at the
BOOHS, STATIOJIEHY, HAGAZIJIES. PERIODICALS.
a. m., on
10
o'clock
until
All Kinds of Building Material.
ance of the town was appropriated by perintendent,
t and for the use and benefit of its Monday, June 13, 1904. for furnishing
Headquarters for
GSRD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE
pencitizens. Ditches or acequias that were and delivering at the New Mexico menhereinafter
the
supplies
taken out afterwards for the purpose itentiary
of irrigation could in the very nature tioned, or so much thereof as the
Payment
of things only use the water supply not board may deem sufficient.
Delivered to any part of the City.
for said supplies will be made in cash.
needed for the town or city itself.
208 San Francisco St.
For the past eleven months a very Delivery of all supplies except perishTRANSFER AND STORAGE
Santa Fe N M
We Haul Every thing that is Movable.
severe drouth has obtained in this sec- - able articles must be as directed by
ion and the water supply is naturally the superintendent.
Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N. M very short. The principles of the Samples will be required of all artiPhtre 35 Santa Fe
and
greatest good for the greatest number cles marked with an asterisk,
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
and public policy must govern. The these should be labeled, showing name
de
must
be
etc..
and
of
bidder,
price,
citizens and inhabitants of Santa Fe
MANUFACTURER OF
must stand by the contentions and livered to the superintendent not lat
M At Oar
M
claims of the Santa Fe Water and er than !) o'clock on said day.
Ail bids must lie strictly in accord
Light Company that all the water nec
Parlors
Undertaking
on blank pro
DEALER IN
essary tor the city must be preserved ance with the conditions
Ths Litest Scientific Methods of
will
the
which
berfurnished
by
posals,
EabalahMj
by the company's reservoirs and if
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China
thereafter there be any surplus, that superintendent on application; no bid ire Employed. Calls Answered frost the Parlors Oar w Night or by DOROTEO SENA. Agm
will be entertained. A
might be turned over to the mayor otherwise made
Prla Road.
Oar Parlors Consist of a Nicely aad Appropriately Pitted Up Salts at New III
Repairing of fine watches and Jewelry work a specialty.
bond
will
from all successbe
required
domos of acequias for use in the ditchUacoia
West Side Plait. Saata Fe, New Mexico,
fulfillment
faithful
ful
Areas.
the
bidders
for
FILIGREE it WHOLESALE 111 IRUL es. It is also plain that no matter
IMS Ud IIDIAI GOODS
what amount of water is given these of contracts within ten days after date
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
of award.
247 San Francisco
mayor domos now, irrigation can do
fresh
lbs.
beef,
75,000
prime quality,
but little good as it is too late in the
season and as the small crops raised necks and shanks excluded.
25,000 lbs. flour.
in the vicinity of town and under these
3.000 lbs. beans.
be
ditches
saved
cannot
this
year.
ri-L- N
- solk agent tob
Xj
1,000 lbs. oatflakes.
At this writing it is not yet known
500 lbs. evaporated peaches.
what measures the mayor domos have
500 lbs. evaporated apples.
FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
taken. The Water Company is ready
500 lbs. prunes
to
to
it
can
do
all
and willing
have an
m. KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS jt jt MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
2,000 lbs. hominy.
amicable settlement of this matter,
250 lbs. raisins.
Tbe Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
but it is bound under its contract and
50 sacks granulated sugar.
charter to provide the necessary water
1,000 lbs. rice.
Guadalupe Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 38.
supply for the city for domestic uses
25 cases laundry soap.
and increase of fire at all hazards and
25 lbs. black pepper, whole.
as complete as possible.
1 case
baking soda.
It would certainly be criminal folly
100 lbs. baking powder.
to sacrifice the necessities and inter3 doz. vanilla, half pints.
ests of this city to the domineering will
3 doz. lemon, half pints.
of these mayor
and
2.000 lbs. corn meal.
domos and for the sake of allowing a
1 case corn starch.
few persons to raise two or three hun10 cases Cal. fruits, asst'd.
dred dollars worth of corn and
10 cases tomatoes, canned.
5 cases canned corn.
We have all sizes in
100 lbs. laundry starch.
A. Bishoff will receive on Thursday's
200 lbs. sal soda.
noon train a choice assortment of fish.
6 barrels syrup.
Leave your order in time for cat fish
Tbe board of New Mexico peniten
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
or shad.
Also
tiary commissioners reserves the right
entire stock of
to reject any and all bids.
automobile
LOST L adies'
bids
In
for
bag.
above supsubmitting
INDIAN
MEXICAN BLANKETS. POTTERY
Finder will receive a liberal reward plies, bidders should write plainly on
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
by returning same to New Mexican of envelope the following: "Bids for supSizes of Doors:
3x7.
fice.
plies for New Mexico penitentiary,"
At less than Cost.
Wire Cloth we carry 24, 26, 28, 30, 32,
with name or names of bidder or bidto
avoid
the
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
same
of
ders,
by
opening
Inch.
and
TOURISTS:
Forecast for New Mexico: Onerallv mistake.
By order of the board of New Mexico
fair tonight and Thursday; stationary
YOUR
MEASURE
WITH YOU
BRING
penitentiary commissioners.
Do
temperature.
H. O. BURSUM,
Yesterday tne tnermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 79
&
Superintendent.
degrees, at 3:'J0 p. m.: minimum, !
Samples
may be sent separately,
degrees, at 4:50 a. m. The mean duly marked and numbered, to the su
hour was 63 de
temperature for tne
Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
The Hardware Dealer
grees. Relative numtaitv. 17 percent, perintendent.

CARPET

This Week.

CLEANING

SCREEN DOORS

All Sizes and

Wte

COTV POCI N D

Large Assortment to Choose From

Wate Coolers.

Filters,

And Various Disinfectants.

We
carry a large stock of all and
can furnish them at reasonable

LAWN FURNITURE

Settees and Chairs
Lawn Mowers
Good Offerings in Qaeensware,

prices.

SANTA FE
HARDWARE
& SUPPLY CO.

FISCHER DRUG CO.
230 San Francisco Street

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

t.

Santa Fe,

LUMBER - SASH - DOORS

JACOB WBLTMER

CEBRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

Ffexican Filigree Jewelry

$

-

X

St

DUDROW

K.fcO.LLJK-

Lemp's St. Louis Beer.

&

MONTENIE

60-7-

j

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
CLOSING

FLY TIME IS COMING

OUT

SALE!

SCREEN DOORS
WINDOWS

and

In

36

40

W. H. GOEBEL,
Santa Fe, N. M
Catron Block, No. 311
$

you know that you miss half of Santa Fe if
you do not visit our Curio Store Free Museum

4

Temperature at
degree.

6:00 a. m.

toiay.

$

50

j

Tiy a

New Mexican want

"ad."

Cor. San Franciscc Street and Burro Alley

